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Abstract
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most promising candidates be-
yond the Standard Model (SM), and has been searched at high energy
colliders, for example, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The SUSY SM
undergoes parity violation in QCD process through gauge interactions of
quark-squark-gluino with non-degenerate spectrum between left-handed
and right-handed sqaurks. In the SM QCD, of course there is no parity
violation, however, the violation can appear via SUSY loop contributions
in QCD process. First of all, we investigate parity violation in helicity
dependent top quark pair production, where the violation can be ob-
served as helicity asymmetry. Universal extra dimension (UED) model
is also one of attractive ideas beyond the SM, and it is dicult to dis-
criminate SUSY from UED by direct observation of new particles at the
LHC. Since UED does not have parity violation in QCD process except-
ing renormalization group equations eects, we discuss a possibility to
discriminate SUSY form UED by focusing on the parity violation. In
order to estimate the helicity asymmetry, we utilize an eective oper-
ator analysis, and thus, we have also discussed an accurate calculation
of eective operators. As our result, the helicity asymmetry induced by
SUSY can be ALR ' 0:05 0:01 with specic parameters, and the siz-
able asymmetry can be observed with an integrated luminosity L  100
fb 1 at the LHC. Second of all, we study parity non-conserving heavy
meson decay via SUSY, in particular, we evaluate the decay of c of cc
meson, where a bound for the decay width has been experimentally ob-
tained. We also develop a method to analyze a heavy meson system with
SUSY loop eects, which is based on non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD)
framework. Furthermore, we estimate parity violation from left-right
non-degeneracy of ~u and ~d in nucleon interactions. Unfortunately, our
results are below current experimental data. However, it is expected that
our method is useful for research of an origin of parity violation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) is the most successful framework in particle physics. AT-
LAS/CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has reported the discovery
of Higgs boson [1, 2]. Thus all of the particles contained in the SM have been discovered.
However, there are still mysteries in nature, for example, gauge hierarchy, absence of dark
matter (DM) in the SM, and origin of neutrino mass, and therefore, the SM seems to be
unsatisfactory.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) and extra dimension are most reliable candidates beyond the
SM, which naturally contain stable DM particle [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In the SUSY with
R-parity, the lightest SUSY particle is stable which can be a DM. For extra dimension
theory, which might be related to string theory, we consider an universal extra dimension
(UED) model as the simplest example. The UED model is a naive extension of the SM[10],
where SM particles have extra dimensional modes, i.e., Kaluza-Klein (KK) particles, and
their spins are the same as SM particles. The lightest KK particle is stable and can be a
DM[6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 9]. Both SUSY and UED predict new heavy particles as superpartners
and KK-particles, respectively.
For those models, it is important to experimentally distinguish one from the other, not
only by the mass spectrum but also by the kinematic feature in the production. Actually,
the production processes between SUSY and UED models are similar at hadron colliders,
so that the study of the kinematic properly will become more important role to determine
it. An example is shown in Ref.[15] ,which an event in those models are similar. In SUSY
the cascade decay of squark ~g ! q ~02 ! ql~lL ! ql+l  ~01 is similar to the decay chain of
the rst KK quark Q1 ! qZ1 ! qll1 ! ql+l 1 in UED, where Z1; l1 and  are the rst
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KK modes of Z; l, and , respectively. Final state in those case is one jet, two charged
leptons with oposite charge, and missing energy from ~01 or 1. The spin information of new
particles will be the direct probe to determine the model, although we meet a diculty how to
measure the spin in production at the LHC, in which the center of mass energy in each event
is generally unknown at hadron colliders[16]. At e+e  collider, for example International
Linear Collider (ILC), we can observe the spin information of produced particles, which
process is, for example, e+e  ! Z= ! ~~ or 11 [16]. In SUSY the angular distribution
of ~+~  production is given by
d
d cos 

SUSY
 1  cos2 ; (1.0.1)
and that of KK muon pair is given by
d
d cos 

UED
 1 + cos2 ; (1.0.2)
and thus, we can distinguish one from the other by the angular distribution.
One of the aim of this thesis is to study the discrimination of SUSY and UED at the LHC
by focusing on the parity violation in QCD processes without discovering any new particles.
 We investigate the determination of underlying theory through the parity violation in
QCD, even if new particles are too heavy to be detected directly in the experiments. Of
course the SM has no parity violation in QCD, and it can be happened through the eects
of new physics. In SUSY, gluino-quarkL(R)-squarkL(R) interactions can violate parity, since
a mass of left-handed squark ~qL is dierent from that of right-handed squark ~qR in general.
While the UED has no parity violating QCD interactions (at least in tree level). Therefore,
we could distinguish SUSY from UED through the parity violation in QCD processes.
The tt helicity asymmetry is expected to be highly sensitive to new physics. In the SM,
only top quark is enough heavy not to form a hadron, and thus, top quark maintains spin
information until the decay. Therefore if parity is not conserved in tt pair production, which
is induced by new physics, the observed top quark spin presents the parity violation. As
we will discuss in this thesis, SUSY can arise sizable tt asymmetry through squark loop
diagrams, because ~qL and ~qR have dierent mass spectrum in general, and qL(R)-~qL(R)-~g is
chiral interaction[17]. We will show that the sizable helicity asymmetry can be observed
with specic parameters at the LHC.
The discrimination of SUSY and UED at the LHC is also studied in [15].
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For another QCD parity violating process, we will discuss parity non-conserving quarko-
nium decay. Quarkonium is heavy qq bound state, which is described by the framework of
non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD). In order to investigate the parity violation in quarkonium
decay, we formulate NRQCD by an improved new method[18], and discuss a case of char-
monium decay. We also study light meson cases by use of an eective theory of nucleon
interactions.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we explain a method to obtain eective
eld theory. We utilize eective operator analysis to study the parity violation in QCD
process, therefore, we describe a strategy to obtain eective operators and give a simple
example to calculate dimension six eective operators. Chapter 3 is devoted to study a
discrimination of SUSY and UED by focusing on a helicity asymmetry in top pair production
at the LHC. In order to estimate this helicity dependent production process, we calculate
dimension six operators in SUSY and UED in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In chapter
4 we discuss parity violation in quarkonium decay. In order to evaluate the violation in
concrete decay mode, we develop a method in section 4.1. In section 4.2, we calculate parity
violating potential induced by SUSY, and estimate a decay width of parity non-conserving
charmonium decay in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we evaluate non-degeneracy bounds for light
avors, and, in section 4.5, we comment on other sfermions. Finally, we devote chapter 5 to
summary and discussion.
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Chapter 2
Eective eld theory
In this chapter, we explain how we obtain higher dimensional operators in an eective theory.
When new physics such as SUSY is characterized by larger mass scale than electroweak scale,
it is reasonable to calculate matrix elements by use of eective operator analysis. For our
analysis, we explain an eective eld theory, and discuss how to obtain eective operators.
Suppose that a fundamental theory LF has well-separated two dierent mass scales such
as EEW  MNP , where EEW and MNP are electroweak scale and new physics scale, re-
spectively. Of course LF need not to be really "fundamental," and it is possible to consider
that LF itself is an eective theory, however, a required property is that LF has the scale
hierarchy EEW  MNP . An eective theory Le can be obtained by integrating out all
particles characterized by MNP . Due to the scale hierarchy, Le can be expanded by power
of MNP ,
Le = L0 + 1
MNP
L1 + 1
M2NP
L2 +    ; (2.0.1)
where L0 is the SM Lagrangian, and L1 (L2) contains dimension ve (six) operators. Notice
that all particles contained in Li (i = 0; 1; 2;    ) are nothing but the SM particles, and
their energy/momentum scale is up to EEW in this expansion. In the SM, dimension ve
operator is only ( ~HyL)TC( ~HyL), where ~H  i2H, and C is the charge conjugation matrix
[19]. This operator violates lepton number, and induces Majorana neutrino mass after
electroweak symmetry breaking. L2 is represented as
L2 =
X
i
ciOi; (2.0.2)
where i is the label of all possible dimension six operators Oi allowed by the SM gauge
symmetry, and ci is called Wilson coecient. Lorentz and gauge symmetry determine a
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complete set of dimension six operators, however, their coecients can not be determined
without a specic fundamental theory [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. To evaluate an accurate physical
quantity, we need to obtain exact Wilson coecients of dimension six operators by integrating
out high energy degrees of freedom. How can we calculate dimension six operators in the
eective Lagrangian? One correct answer is to take a path integral of the fundamental theory
as
Z =
Z
DSMDheiS[SM ;h]; (2.0.3)
where SM and h represent the SM elds and heavy elds, respectively. By integrating out
h as
eiSe [SM ] =
Z
DheiS[SM ;h]; (2.0.4)
we can obtain an eective action,
Se [SM ] = SSM + S1[SM ] + S2[SM ] +    ; (2.0.5)
where S1 = (1=MNP )
R L1 and S2 = (1=M2NP ) R L2. Coecients of dimension six operators
have been basically calculated in S2[SM ].
As more concrete discussion, we consider a Lagrangian such as
L[l; h] = L[l] + Fi[l]h;i + 1
2
Kij[l]h;ih;j; (2.0.6)
where l(h) represents light (heavy) scalar elds, and i denotes an index of scalar elds.
The eective Lagrangian can be obtained using Gaussian integral of h as
eiSe [l] = exp

 1
2
Tr logK[l]  i
2
Z
d4xd4yFi[l](x)K
 1
ij [l](x; y)Fj[l](y)

:(2.0.7)
Note that Eq.(2.0.7) is exact when the Lagrangian is up to O(2h). Although the operators in
Eq.(2.0.7) are non-local, they can be expanded by innite number of local operators. Noting
mass of l(h) as (), the non-local operators can be expanded in powers of =. Then,
K[l] in Eq.(2.0.7) is divided into two parts as
K[l] = K
h +K l[l]; (2.0.8)
where Kh is the kinetic term of h, and K
l[l] is l dependent part of K[l]. Expanding
momentum of K l[l] by , and regarding K
l[l]=K
h  O(2=2)  1, Tr logK[l] and
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K[l]
 1 are given by
Tr logK[l] = Tr log(K
h) 1 +
1X
n=1
( 1)n+1
n
Tr
 
(Kh) 1K l[l]
n
; (2.0.9)
K[l]
 1 = (Kh +K l[l]) 1  (Kh) 1   (Kh) 1K l[l](Kh) 1 +    ; (2.0.10)
where (Kh) 1 = (Kh) 1(x; y) is the propagator of h except for imaginary factor i. Then,
the action, Se , can be written as
Se [l] =
Z
d4x

L[l] + i
2
Z
d4y4(y   x)(Kh) 1(x; y)K l[l](y)
+
i
4
Z
d4y(Kh) 1(x; y)K l[l](y)(Kh) 1(y; x)K l[l](x) +   
 1
2
Z
d4yFi[l](x)

(Kh) 1(x; y)
 
Z
d4z(Kh) 1(x; z)K l[l](z)(Kh) 1(z; y)K l[l](y) +   

Fj[l](y)

:
(2.0.11)
In this expression, we can obtain a eective theory with innite number of local operators.
We comment that the perturbative expansion in Eqs.(2.0.9) and (2.0.10) do not depend
on F [l] in Eq.(2.0.7). We can also consider a theory with interactions of 
3
h; 
4
h;    , where
they can be treated perturbatively. For example, if there is a interaction, 3h, with coupling
Gijk, the Lagrangian is given by
L0[l; h] = L[l; h] + 1
3!
Gijk[l]h;ih;jh;k: (2.0.12)
By integrating out h, the eective action, S
0
e [l], is given by
S 0e [l] = Se [l] +
Z
d4xAijk(x)Gijk[l](x)
+
Z Z
d4xd4yBijklmn(x; y)Gijk[l](x)Glmn[l](y) +    (2.0.13)
with dimensionful couplings Aijk and Bijklmn. They are calculated as
Aijk(x) =

Gijk(x)
eiS
0
e

Gijk=0
; (2.0.14)
Bijklmn(x; y) =
2
Glmn(y)Gijk(x)
eiS
0
e

Gijk=0
: (2.0.15)
Apparently, Aijk is zero. Bijklmn is h(h;ih;jh;k)x(h;lh;mh;n)yih, where hOih is dened by
hOih 
Z
Dh O ei
R L[l;h]: (2.0.16)
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In this stage, S 0e [l] is explicitly obtained.
Let us show a concrete calculation by using a toy model. We consider a Lagrangian,
L =  l(i/@  m) l +  h(i/@  M) h +
1
2
(@)
2   1
2
M22   g( l h +  h l); (2.0.17)
where  l ( h) denotes a light (heavy) Dirac fermion and  is a heavy real scalar withmM .
We will obtain an eective action of  l after integrating out heavy elds, where irrelevant
operators must include traces of heavy particles and their interactions at high energy scale.
Let us calculate the eective action by integrate out  h; , and show dimension six operators
by expanding 1=Mn. The eective action should be given by
eiSe [ l] =
Z
DD hD heiS[ l; h;]; (2.0.18)
and rstly, by integrating out the heavy fermion, it becomes
=
Z
DD hD h exp i

Sfree[ l; ] + ( h   AK 10 )K0( h  K 10 A)  AK 10 A
	
;
= (DetK0) exp i

Sfree[ l; ]  AK 10 A
	
; (2.0.19)
where
K 10 =
R
d4k
(2)4
1
/p M e
 ip(x y) =  iD( h)(x  y);
A = g l; A = g l:
(2.0.20)
The second term in Eq.(2.0.19) is written by
 AK 10 A =  
1
2
Z
d4xd4y(x) ~K(x; y)(y)   1
2
   ~K  ; (2.0.21)
 ~K(x; y)   2ig2 l(x)D( h)(x  y) l(y): (2.0.22)
Next step is an integration of , which gives
eiSe [ l] = (DetK0)
Z
D exp i

Sfree[ l]  1
2
  ( ~K0 +  ~K)  

;
=
 
DetK0
Det
1
2 ( ~K0 +  ~K)
!
eiSfree[ l];
=

DetK0
Det
1
2 ~K0

exp
(
iSfree[ l]  1
2
Tr
1X
n=1
( 1)n+1
n
( ~K 10  ~K)
n
)
; (2.0.23)
~K 10 (x; y) 
Z
d4p
(2)4
 1
p2  M2 e
 ip(x y) = iD()(x  y): (2.0.24)
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Determinant of K0 and ~K0 are cancelled by normalization, so that we nally obtain the
eective action of  l as
Se [ l] = Sfree[ l] +
i
2
Tr
1X
n=1
( 1)n+1
n
( ~K 10  ~K)
n: (2.0.25)
Higher dimensional operators are included in the second term of Eq.(4.1.2), thus dimension
six operators are calculated from the second order of 1=Mn expansion. A space integration
of O(1=M2) gives
  i
4
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w ~K 10 (x; y) ~K(y; z) ~K
 1
0 (z; w) ~K(w; x);
=  ig4
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44(k1   k2 + k3   k4);
 d
4p
(2)4
1
p2  M2 l(k1)
1
/p+ /k1  M l(k2)
1
(p+ k1   k2)2  M2 l(k2)
1
/p+ /k4  M l(k4);
(2.0.26)
and integration of all momenta p; ki; (i = 1;    ; 4) with ki M induces 4-Fermi operators,
O4F(x) = g
4
1922
1
M2
 ( l l)( l l) + 2( l l)( l l) : (2.0.27)
These are the dimension six operators in this model. Notice that accurate coecients are
automatically obtained without care of symmetric factors. Other higher order operators can
be calculated similarly.
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Chapter 3
Discrimination of SUSY and UED
3.1 Minimal supersymmetric standard model
In this section, we calculate dimension six operators in QCD sector of SUSY SM.
SUSY is one of most promising candidates beyond the SM. Number of reviews of SUSY
is shown in, for example, Refs. [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. One of motivations
to consider SUSY is the ne tuning problem in Higgs mass. Gauge coupling unication also
strongly supports SUSY. Although gauge couplings of SU(3)C  SU(2)L  U(1)Y are not
unied in the SM, they are unied around 1016 GeV in SUSY SM. As other motivation,
SUSY SM naturally contains DM candidate, which the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) can
be DM. Due to a phenomenological reason, minimal SUSY SM (MSSM) is favored, and we
consider MSSM in this thesis.
SUSY transformation exchanges bosonic states and fermionic states, and all particles in
the SM have their partners whose spins dier by 1=2. Particle content of the MSSM is shown
in Tab.3.1. Note that two Higgs doublets with oposite hypercharge are necessary to cancel
gauge anomalies.
In general, supersymmetric Lagrangian is given by
L = i(e2igaV aTa)jijD + ([W (i)]F + c:c:) + 14([WW]F + c:c:); (3.1.1)
where i and V
a are chiral and vector supermultiplet, respectively. W is a chiral super-
multiplet dened by
W =  1
4
DyDy(e VDeV ); (3.1.2)
12
quantum number spin 0 spin 1/2 supermultiplet
(3;2; 1
6
)

~uL
~dL
 
uL
dL

Q
(3;1; 2
3
) ~uR u
y
R u
(3;1; 1
3
) ~dR d
y
R
d
(1;2; 1
2
)

~L
~eL
 
L
eL

L
(1;1; 1) ~eR e
y
R e
(1;2; 1
2
)

H+u
H0u
 
~H+u
~H0u

Hu
(1;2; 1
2
)

H0d
H d
 
~H0d
~H d

Hd
quantum number spin 1/2 spin 1 names
(8;1; 0) ~g G gluino, gluon
(1;3; 0) ~W, ~W 0 W, W 0 winos, W boson
(1;1; 0) ~B0 B0 bino, B boson
Table 3.1: Particle content of the MSSM.
where D is a chiral covariant derivative. Superpotential W is given by
W = Hu Hd + yuuQ Hu + yd dQ Hd + yeeL Hd (3.1.3)
in the MSSM, where \" represents SU(2) product dened as A B = A1B2 A2B1. In terms
of MSSM elds, the rst term in Eq.(3.1.1) gives gauge interaction of SU(3)C  SU(2)L 
U(1)Y , and kinetic terms of all scalar and fermion elds. The second term gives Yukawa
interactions and F -term component of the scalar potential. The third term gives kinetic
terms of gauginos and gauge elds, and D-term component of the potential.
Here we only interested in the QCD sector in the MSSM, and Lagrangian is given by
L =LSM + 1
2
~g(i/@  m~g)~g   ~qyR(@2 +m2~qR)~qR   ~qyL(@2 +m2~qL)~qL
+
i
2
gsf
abc~ga~gbGc   igs
X
q
(~qyL

2
a$
@
~qL)G
a
   igs
X
q
(~qyR

2
a$
@
~qR)G
a

+ g2s
X
q
~qyL

2
a
2
b
~qLG
a
G
b + g2s
X
q
~qyR

2
a
2
b
~qRG
a
G
b
 
p
2gs
X
q
(~qyL~g
a
R

2
a
qL + h:c:) +
p
2gs
X
q
(~qyR~g
a
L

2
a
qR + h:c:): (3.1.4)
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where
P
q represents a sum over all avors. m~g;m~qR and m~qL are soft SUSY breaking
parameters. The last line of Eq.3.1.4 is chiral interactions, which comes from the D-term in
Eq.3.1.1, and plays an important role in this thesis.
3.1.1 Dimension six operators in MSSM
Let us calculate coecients of dimension six operators in the QCD in the MSSM. In the
SUSY with R-parity, SUSY particles propagate only inside of loop diagrams. Eective
action should be obtained by integrating out ~qL; ~qR; and ~g as
eiSe =
Z
D~gD~qLD~qLD~qRD~qR eiS: (3.1.5)
Se includes all possible irrelevant operators. Calculating results are listed in Appendix
B.1, where coecients of dimension six operators, 4-Fermi O4F , quark-quark-gluon-gluon
OqqGG, and quark-quark-gluon OqqG are represented. They are operators up to O(g4s),
which are useful to estimate phenomenology at the LHC[35] We overview explicit technique
to calculate them in the following discussions.
The rst step is integrating out ~qR asZ
D~qRD~qReiS = exp i [iTr(logK) +ByK 1B]; (3.1.6)
K = K0 + K;
K0 = (@
@ +m
2
R); K = igs[2G@
 + (@G)]  g2sGG;
B =  p2gs(~ga 2
a
PRq); B
y =  p2gs(qPL 2
a
~ga);
(3.1.7)
where Tr(logK) includes some loop diagrams which have external gluon lines (e.g Fig. 3.1).
The second term, ByK 1B, can be expanded by right-handed squark propagator as
Figure 3.1: Diagrams of gluon external lines.
ByK 1B = By(1 +K 10 K)
 1K 10 B
= ByK 10 B  ByK 10 KK 10 B +ByK 10 KK 10 KK 10 B +    : (3.1.8)
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We take the expansion up to order of g4s in Se . Similarly, ~qL integration can be performed,
and after ~qR; ~qL integrations, an \eective action" in this stage is given by
S(~g) =
1
2
Z
d4xd4y~g(x)ai
h
~K0 + ~KI
iab
xy
~g(y)bj; (3.1.9)
where ~K0 and ~KI are h
~K0
iab
xy
 ab4(x  y)(i/@y  m~g)ij; (3.1.10)
h
~KI
iab
xy
 igsfabc4(x  y) /Gcij   4ig2s
X
q=qL;qR
qj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   x)
2
a
qi(x)
  4ig3s
Z
d4z
X
q=qL;qR
qj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   z)f2G@ + (@G)gzD(~q)(z   x)
2
a
qi(x)
  4ig4s
Z
d4zd4w
X
q=qL;qR
qj(y)qj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   z)f2G@ + (@G)gzD(~q)(z   w)
 f2G@ + (@G)gwD(~q)(w   x)
2
a
qi(x) +O(g5s); (3.1.11)
and
D(~q)(x  y) =  iK 10 =
Z
d4k
(2)4
i
k2  m2~q + i
e ik(x y): (3.1.12)
Here i; j denote spinor indexes. Next step is integrating out gluino, and the nal eective
action is obtained as
Se =
Z
d4xd4y(x; y)abij ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij
+
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij
~KI(z:w)
cd
kl +O( ~K3I ); (3.1.13)
where (x; y); (x; y; z; w) consist of gluino propagator as
(x; y)abij =  
1
2
abD(~g)(y   x)ji; (3.1.14)
(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl
=
i
8
acbd

CyD(~g)(x  z)
ik
D(~g)(w   y)CT 
lj
  i
8
adbcD(~g)(w   x)liD(~g)(y   z)lj:
(3.1.15)
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We can know these results by dierentiating interacting parts of the eective action as

 ~KI(x; y)abij
eiSe

~KI=0
= i(x; y)abij ; (3.1.16)

 ~KI(z; w)cdkl

 ~KI(x; y)abij
eiSe

~KI=0
=  (x; y)abij (z; w)cdkl
+ i(x; y; z:w)abcdijkl + i(z; w; x; y)
cdab
klij : (3.1.17)
In this stage, all O4F and OqqG at 1-loop level are included in Eq.(3.1.13) up to the second
order of ~KI .
For example, the 4-Fermi operators all O4F are obtained by picking up O(g2s) order terms
from each ~KI in  ~KI ~KI , which is given byZ
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij
~KI(z:w)
cd
kl

Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w

i
8
acbd

CyD(~g)(x  z)
ik
D(~g)(w   y)CT 
lj
  i
8
adbcD(~g)(w   x)liD(~g)(y   z)lj



 4ig2sqj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   x)
2
a
qi(x)



 4ig2sq0l(w)

2
d
D(~q0)(w   z)
2
c
q0k(z)

: (3.1.18)
The rst term is given by
  2ig4s
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
d4p1
(2)4
d4p2
(2)4
d4p3
(2)4
d4p4
(2)4


qj(k2)

2
b
2
a
qi(k1)



q0l(k4)

2
d
2
c
q0k(k3)

i[Cy( /p1 +m~g)]ik
p21  m2~g
i[( /p2 +m~g)C
T ]lj
p22  m2~g
i
p23  m2~q
i
p24  m2~q0
 eik2ye ik1xeik4xe ik3ze ip1(x z)eip2(w y)e ip3(y x)e ip4(w z); (3.1.19)
and by integrating out x; y; z; w; p2; p3; p4, this term becomes
=  2ig4s
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
4(k1   k2 + k3   k4)


qj(k2)

2
b
2
a
qi(k1)



q0l(k4)

2
d
2
c
q0k(k3)
 
A(Cy)ik(CT )lj +B(Cy)ik(CT )lj

;
(3.1.20)
A =
Z
d4p1
(2)4
p1(p1 + k1   k2)
(p21  m2~g)[(p1 + k1   k2)2  m2~g][(p1 + k1)2  m2~q][(p1   k1)2  m2~q0 ]
; (3.1.21)
B =
Z
d4p1
(2)4
m2~g
(p21  m2~g)[(p1 + k1   k2)2  m2~g][(p1 + k1)2  m2~q][(p1   k1)2  m2~q0 ]
: (3.1.22)
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Here A;B are Feynman parameter integral, and they become
A!  i 6
1922
f1(m~q;m~q); B ! i 12
1922
f2(m~q;m~q); (3.1.23)
when ki; (i = 1;    ; 4) are much smaller than masses of squarks and gluino. f1; f2 are shown
in Appendix B.1, and the spinor can be rearranged by Fierz transformation of Eqs.(A.2.6)
and (A.2.7) in Appendix A. Necessary Fierz transformations and color factors are shown in
Appendix A.
We can summarize all 4-Fermi operators as separating color singlet O(1)4F or color octet
O(8)4F , which is shown in Appendix B.1.1. When their chiralities are (LL)(LL) or (RR)(RR)
(L: left-handed, R: right-handed), the 4-Fermi operators are given by
O(1)4F =
12
1922
g4s

2
9
(f1 + f2)

(qq)(q0q0); (3.1.24)
O(8)4F =
12
1922
g4s

 1
3
f1   7
6
f2

(q

2
a
q)(q0

2
a
q0): (3.1.25)
On the other hand, when their chiralities are (LL)(RR) or (RR)(LL), the 4-Fermi operators
are given by
O(1)4F =
12
1922
g4s

2
9
( f1 + f2)

(qq)(q0q0); (3.1.26)
O(8)4F =
12
1922
g4s

 7
6
f1   1
3
f2

(q

2
a
q)(q0

2
a
q0): (3.1.27)
As for OqqG, vertex originates from two parts,  ~KI and  ~KI ~KI , asZ
d4xd4y(x; y)abij ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij 
Z
d4xd4y

 1
2
abD(~g)(y   x)ji


"
 4ig3s
Z
d4z
X
q=qL;qR
qj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   z)f2G@ + (@G)gzD(~q)(z   x)
2
a
qi(x)
#
;
(3.1.28)Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij
~KI(z:w)
cd
kl
 2
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w

i
8
acbd

CyD(~g)(x  z)
ik
D(~g)(w   y)CT 
lj
  i
8
adbcD(~g)(w   x)liD(~g)(y   z)lj

 igsfabc4(x  y) /Gcij 
"
 4ig2s
X
q=qL;qR
qj(y)

2
b
D(~q)(y   x)
2
a
qi(x)
#
: (3.1.29)
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Equations (3.1.28) and (3.1.29) include not only dimension four operators but also all higher
dimensional operators such as dimension six operator. Higher dimensional operators have
been obtained by expanding the full operator by k2  2, where k and  denote the
momentum of the SM particles and SUSY particles, respectively. Anyhow, we can obtain
all OqqG in the similar calculations as 4-Fermi operators, which is shown Appendix B.1.2.
For OqqGG, they can be also obtained in the same manner. OqqGG contains in Eq.(3.1.13),
and there are two contributions in the rst order of ~KI asZ
d4xd4y(x; y)abij ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij

Z
d4xd4y(x; y)abij  4g2s
Z
d4zqj(y)

2
a
iD(~q)(y   z)[ g2sGG]ziD(~q)(z   x)

2
a
qi(x);
(3.1.30)
Z
d4xd4y(x; y)abij ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij

Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y)abij ( 4g2s)qj(y)

2
a
iD(~q)(y   z)igs[2G@ + (@G)]z
 iD(~q)(z   w)igs[2G@ + (@G)]wiD(~q)(w   x)
2
a
qi(x): (3.1.31)
Similarly, there is one contribution in the second order of ~KI , which is shown asZ
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl ~KI(x; y)
ab
ij
~KI(z:w)
cd
kl
 2
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdijkl [igsf
abe /Geij(x)
4(x  y)]

Z
d4z04g2sql(z)

2
d
iD(~q)(z   z0)figs(2G@ + (@G)gz0iD(~q)(z0   w)
2
c
qk(w) (3.1.32)
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There is one contribution in the third order in Eq.(3.1.13),  ~KI ~KI ~KI , where  is given by
(x; y; z; w; u; v)abcdefijklmn =
1
8

adbecfD(~g)(w   x)liD(~g)(y   u)jmD(~g)(v   z)nk
+ afbcedD(~g)(v   x)niD(~g)(y   x)jkD(~g)(w   u)lm
  acbedf [CyD(~g)(z   x)]kiD(~g)(y   u)jm[D(~g)(v   w)CT ]nl
  acbfde[CyD(~g)(x  z)]ik[D(~g)(v   y)CT ]njD(~g)(w   u)lm
  adbfceD(~g)(w   x)li[D(~g)(y   v)CT ]jn[CyD(~g)(u  z)]mk
  aebcfd[CyD(~g)(u  x)]miD(~g)(y   z)jk[D(~g)(w   v)CT ]ln
  aebdfc[CyD(~g)(x  u)]im[D(~g)(y   w)CT ]ljD(~g)(v   z)nk
 afbdecD(~g)(v   x)ni[D(~g)(y   w)CT ]jl[CyD(~g)(z   u)]km
	
;
(3.1.33)
and the third order is shown asZ
d4x    d4v(x; y; z; w; u; v)abcdefijklmn ~KI(x; y)abij ~KI(z; w)cdkl ~KI(u; v)efmn

Z
d4x    d4v(x; y; z; w; u; v)abcdefijklmn

( 4g2s)qj(y)

2
b
iD(~q)(y   x)
2
a
qi(x)

 igsf cdg /Gg(z)kl4(z   w) higsf efh /Gh(u)mn4(u  v)i : (3.1.34)
Although  has eight terms in total, they are all the same in Eq.(3.1.34) since each term
of  corresponds to statistic factor in Feynman diagram. Notice again that we do not care
about a statistic factor in each operator since it is automatically included in ; ; . We can
obtain all OqqGG induced from SUSY which is shown Appendix B.1.1.
3.2 Universal extra dimension model
This section aims to obtain the Lagrangian of UED model, and we calculate dimension six
operators. Number of reviews and related topics of UED model can be found in, for example,
Refs.[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. We consider ve dimensional at space-time which
metric is given by
ds2 = gMNdx
MdxN = dx
dx   dy2; (3.2.35)
gMN = diag (+1; 1; 1; 1; 1); (3.2.36)
 = diag (+1; 1; 1; 1); (3.2.37)
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whereM;N;    are indices of ve dimensional space-time (M;N = 0; 1; 2; 3; 5), and ; ;   
are indices of four dimensional space-time (;  = 0; 1; 2; 3). We denote the fth dimensional
coordinate x5  y, and consider the extra dimension is compactied on a circle S1 with
the radius R. In order to obtain chiral fermion, 5th direction should be projected on S1=Z2
orbifold where the region of y is given by 0  y  R, which will be explained below. In
UED model, all SM elds propagate in the bulk (y direction in our setup). If there are
no extra elds other than the SM elds and their KK excited modes, the model is called
minimal UED model, which we consider in this section.
Since the extra dimension is a compact space, all elds can be expanded by a complete
set of y-dependent wave function f(y),
(x; y) =
X
n
(n)(x)f(y); (3.2.38)
where (n)(x) is nth KK mode. Before Z2 orbifolding, theory has translational symmetry
due to S1 symmetry. Momentum in the fth direction is now quantized, and KK modes
carries a conserved quantum number, called KK number, under the symmetry. Dividing Z2
symmetry, the KK number is no longer conserved, however, a discrete symmetry remains,
which is called KK-parity dened by ( 1)n. The minimal UED assumes the conservation of
KK-parity. KK-parity forbids a single production of KK particle, and guarantees that the
lightest KK particle is stable. Due to S1=Z2 compactication, theory should be invariant
under the orbifold projection P1 : y !  y. Thus there are two possibilities of the expansion
of elds as follows,
+(x
; y) =
1p
R

(0)
+ (x
) +
r
2
R
1X
n=1

(n)
+ (x
) cos
ny
R
; (3.2.39)
 (x; y) =
r
2
R
1X
n=1

(n)
  (x
) sin
ny
R
; (3.2.40)
where + ( ) is P1 even (odd) eld. We comment on their normalization factors. For
instance, when we write the expansion of + as
+(x
; y) = N0
(0)
+ (x
) +
1X
n=1
Nn
(n)
+ (x
) cos
ny
R
; (3.2.41)
4D quadratic term is given byZ R
0
j+(x; y)j2dy = RjN0j2j(0)+ (x)j2 +
R
2
1X
n=1
jNnj2j+(x)j2: (3.2.42)
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Suppose that Nn is the same for all 
(n)
+ , the normalization factors are determined as N0 =
1p
R
and Nn =
q
2
R
in order to make the kinetic term into canonical.
On the boundaries of y = 0 and R, + and   satisfy the following boundary conditions,
Neumann boundary conditions :
@+(x
; y)
@y

y=0
=
@+(x
; y)
@y

y=R
= 0; (3.2.43)
Dirichlet boundary conditions :  (x; y = 0) =  (x; y = R) = 0: (3.2.44)
For a vector eld AM(x
; y), A (A5) is P1 even (odd) so that a vector eld transforms in the
same way as the space-time coordinate. Therefore A and A5 respectively obey Neumann
and Dirichlet boundary condition, and thus, they can be expanded as
A(x
; y) =
1p
R
A(0) (x
) +
r
2
R
1X
n=1
A(n) (x
) cos
ny
R
; (3.2.45)
A5(x
; y) =
r
2
R
1X
n=1
A(n) (x
) sin
ny
R
: (3.2.46)
All SM scalar and vector elds have zero mode, and even charge of KK-parity.
The expansion of a fermion is rather interesting. Cliord algebra in ve dimensions is
constructed as follows,
f M ; Ng = 2gMN ; where   = ;  5 = i5: (3.2.47)
Since the kinetic term of a fermionZ
d5x 	i M@M	 (3.2.48)
contains 5, theory can not be constructed in chiral, and a fermion needs a chiral partner
and becomes a vector-like particle in ve dimensions. Thus, a fermion can be expanded as
follows,
	(x; y) =
0BBB@
1p
R
 
(0)
R (x
) +
r
2
R
1X
n=0
 
(n)
R (x
) cos
ny
Rr
2
R
1X
n=0
 
(n)
L (x
) sin
ny
R
1CCCA (3.2.49)
with 	R (	L) obeys Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition, or
	(x; y) =
0BBB@
r
2
R
1X
n=0
 
(n)
R (x
) sin
ny
R
1p
R
 
(0)
L (x
) +
r
2
R
1X
n=0
 
(n)
L (x
) cos
ny
R
1CCCA (3.2.50)
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with 	L (	R) obeys Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition, where L and R denote the
chiral projection in four dimensions. For the SM fermions,  
(0)
L is SU(2)L doublet, and  
(0)
R
is SU(2)L singlet.
Using above expressions, the UED Lagrangian of QCD sector is obtained as follows,
L = LSM + Lq(n) + LG(n) + LG(n)5 ;
Lq(n) =
X
n
h
qL
(n)i(/@ + igs /G m(n)L )q(n)L + qR(n)i(/@ + igs /G+m(n)R )q(n)R
 gs(q /G(n)PLq(n) + qi5G(n)5 PRq(n))  (L ! R)
i
+    ;
LG(n) =
X
n

 1
4
(@G
(n)a
   @G(n)a )2 +
1
2
m(n)2g G
(n)a
 G
(n)a
 1
2
gsf
abc(@G
a
   @Ga)G(n)bG(n)c   12gsfabc(@G(n)a   @G(n)a )G(n)bGc
 1
2
gsf
abc@G
(n)a
   @G(n)a )GbG(n)c   14fabcfade
n
2G
(0)b
 G
(0)c
 G(n)dG(n)e
+(G
(0)b
 G
(n)c
 +G
(n)b
 G
(0)c
 )(G(0)dG(n)e +G(n)dG(0)e)
oi
   ;
L
G
(n)
5
=
X
n

1
2
@G
(n)a
5 @
G
(n)a
5  
1
2
m25G
(n)a
5 G
(n)a
5
+ gsf
abc(mgG
(n)a
 + @G
(n)a
5 )G
(n)b5Gc   1
2
g2sf
abcfadeG
(n)b
5 G
c
G
(n)d5Ge
i
+    ;
where
m
(n)
L =
n
R
+ mL; m
(n)
R =
n
R
+ mR;
m(n)g =
n
R
+ mg; m
(n)
5 =
n
R
+ m5:
Here we take a 'tHooft-Feynman gauge xing, and m
(n)
L ;m
(n)
R ;m
(n)
g ;m
(n)
5 are SU(2) doublet
KK quark mass, SU(2) singlet KK quark mass, KK gluon mass, and KK scalar (fth dimen-
sional component of KK gluon) mass with each radiative correction, respectively. At a tree
level, these KK particles are degenerate in a minimal UED, but there is a slight dierence
between m
(n)
L and m
(n)
R when we consider radiative corrections.
3.2.1 Dimension six operators in minimal UED model
Next, we estimate QCD dimension six operators induced from UED. The UED has KK-
parity so that KK particles can propagate only inside loop processes. As the SUSY case, we
can calculate dimension six operators by integrating out KK particles.
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The eective operators of Se in UED can be calculated by the similar technique of the
previous subsection, and the results are shown in Appendix B.2.
Here we overview this calculation. By integrating out KK quarks, KK scalars, and KK
gluons, the eective action becomes
Se = ~S +
Z
d4xd4y(x; y)abKI(x; y)
ab

+
Z
d4xd4yd4zd4w(x; y; z; w)abcdKI(x; y)
ab
KI(z; w)
cd
 +    ; (3.2.51)
where ~S does not include KK gluons that is given by
~S =  g3s
Z
d4xd4yd4zD(s)(x  y)

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z) /G(z)D(L)(z   y)
2
a
qL(y) + (L$ R)

+ i
Z
d4xd4yd4z1d
4z2d
4z3
4(x  y)


gsf
bcfGf(z1)@z1
4(z1   z2) + ig2s

qL(z1)

2
b
D(L)(z1   z2)
2
c
qL(z) + (L$ R)

 D(s)(x  z1)ab


gsf
degGg(z3)@z3
4(z3   y) + ig2s

qL(z3)

2
b
D(L)(z3   y)
2
c
qL(y) + (L$ R)

 D(s)(z2   z3)cd : (3.2.52)
Here D(L), D(R), and D(s) are propagators of KK quarks and KK scalars as
D(L) =
Z
d4p
(2)4
i
/p m(n)L
e ip(x y); (3.2.53)
D(R) =
Z
d4p
(2)4
i
/p+m
(n)
R
e ip(x y); (3.2.54)
abD(s) = ab
Z
d4p
(2)4
i
p2  m(n)25
e ip(x y); (3.2.55)
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respectively. And ; ;KI are given by
(x; y)ab =
1
2
D(g)(x  y)abg  1
2
abg
Z
d4p
(2)4
 i
p2  m2g
e i(x y); (3.2.56)
(x; y; z; w)abcd
=
i
8
D(g)(x  z)D(g)(y   w)acbdgg +D(g)(x  w)D(g)(y   z)adbcgg ; (3.2.57)
KI(x; y)
ab
 =  2gsfabc [@Gc(x) +Gc(x)@x   gGc(x)@x] 4(x  y)
+ 2ig2s

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  y) 
2
b
qL(y) + (L$ R)

+ 2g3s
Z
d4z

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z) /G(z)D(L)(z   y) 
2
b
qL(y) + (L$ R)

  ig4s
Z
d4zd4w


qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z)
2
c
qL(z)

D(s)(z   w)

qL(y)
 
2
b
D(L)(y   w)
2
c
qL(w)

+

qL(z)

2
c
D(L)(z   x)
2
a
qL(x)

D(s)(z   w)

qL(w)

2
c
D(L)(w   y) 
2
b
qL(y)

  2

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z)
2
c
qL(z)

D(s)(z   w)

qL(w)

2
c
D(L)(w   y) 
2
b
qL(y)

 

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z)
2
c
qL(z)

D(s)(z   w)

qR(y)
 
2
b
D(R)(y   w)
2
c
qR(w)

 

qL(z)

2
c
D(L)(z   x)
2
a
qL(x)

D(s)(z   w)

qR(w)

2
c
D(R)(w   y) 
2
b
qR(y)

+

qL(x)

2
a
D(L)(x  z)
2
c
qL(z)

D(s)(z   w)

qR(w)

2
c
D(R)(w   y) 
2
b
qR(y)

+

qL(w)

2
c
D(L)(w   y) 
2
b
qL(y)

D(s)(z   w)

qR(x)

2
a
D(R)(x  z)
2
c
qR(z)

+(L$ R)] ; (3.2.58)
respectively. Here @x ; @x in the rst line of Eq.(3.2.58) means derivatives of KK gluons.
Dimension six operators induced from UED can be also obtained as taking KK particles
are enough heavy than SM particles. In UED case, we also analyze up to O(g4s). We can
show that (KI)
n with n = 1; 2; 3 once contribute O4F , respectively, and shown in Appendix
B.1.2. Similarly, (KI)
n with n = 1; 3 once contribute OqqG, respectively, and (KI)2 twice
contributes OqqG and shown in Appendix B.1.2. As for OqqGG, KI four times, (KI)2 six
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times, (KI)
3 ve times, and (KI)
4 once contribute, respectively, and shown in Appendix
B.1.2.
3.3 Helicity asymmetry in top pair production at the
LHC
The helicity of top pair can be measured, since top quark immediately decays before hadroniza-
tion dierently from other quarks. The observed property in the decay products assessed the
helicity information of the t and t [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Then a measurement of the cross sec-
tion depending on helicities of tt is possible. We denote the helicity dependent cross section
as tt , where t(t) = 1 refers to the t(t) spin projection onto the t(t) ight direction.
In this basis, we introduce the helicity asymmetry as
ALR =
d+ 
dmtt
+ d++
dmtt
  d +
dmtt
  d  
dmtt
d+ 
dmtt
+ d++
dmtt
+ d +
dmtt
+ d  
dmtt
: (3.3.59)
When we neglect a chirality ip via a top Yukawa coupling, which is O(2syt) contribution,
 + and +  are redundant, and it is useful to dene ALR as
ALR =
d+ 
dmtt
  d +
dmtt
d+ 
dmtt
+ d +
dmtt
: (3.3.60)
This is leading order contribution (up to O(2s)), and we use this expression in this paper.
For experimental analyses, we consider how the helicity information is extracted in a nal
state. Top quark almost decay into a W boson and a b quark, which branching ratio is
 (t! Wb)= (t! Wq(q = b; s; d)) ' 0:99 [51]. The W boson from the top quark decay has
three polarization states of longitudinal, left-handed, and right-handed. Right-handed W
bosons are strongly suppressed because the top quark decay is V  A interaction. Helicities
of t and t can be observed in 2l + 2 and 2 b-jets event, for example. In this process, t
decays into bW+, and W+ decays into l+, where  is left-handed. In the W+ rest frame,
right-handed l+ is emitted transversely to the direction of W+ polarization due to angular
momentum conservation. That is, W+ polarization is observed as the angular distribution
of the charged lepton. Then, the helicity information of t and t propagates into the nal
state of charged leptons.
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Since the LHC is pp collider, the cross section is given by
(pp! tt) =
X
a;b
Z 1
0
dx1
Z 1
0
dx2^(ab! tt; s^; x1; x2; R)Da=p(x1;MZ)Db=p(x2;MZ);
(3.3.61)
where Da=p(x; F ) is a parton distribution function (PDF) with a factorization scale of F ,
which is chosen for Z boson mass, for simplicity. The a and b stand for gluon and quark
avor in the proton. The ^ is a parton level cross section with an invariant mass of a and b
as s^ = (pa + pb)
2 and scaling parameter x. The R is a renormalization scale which we take
MZ . We demonstrate the PDFs of all avors excepting top quark in Fig. 3.2 and 3.3. The
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Figure 3.2: PDFs of gluon and all quarks
excepting top quark. The factorization scale
is set by F =MZ .
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Figure 3.3: PDFs of all anti-quarks except-
ing anti-top quark. The factorization scale
is set by F =MZ .
PDFs satisfy a momentum sum rule such asX
a=all avors
Z 1
0
dx xDa=p(x;MZ) = 1: (3.3.62)
When we calculate the momentum sum for only gluon, we obtainZ 1
0
dx xDg=p(x;MZ) ' 0:47; (3.3.63)
therefore, the LHC, which is proton-proton collider, is almost gluon-gluon (or quark-gluon)
collider.
At rst, we represent parity violating dimension six operators, and, next, we investigate
the QCD parity violation in SUSY and UED. Let us try to discriminate SUSY from UED
through the parity violation even when masses of sparticles or KK-particles are too heavy
to be detected at direct searches. We also estimate eects of weak parity violation in the
SM and Little Higgs (LH) model.
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3.3.1 Dimension six operators
We use an eective theory where particles of new physics, such as, sparticles and KK-
particles, are integrated out. The QCD parity violation is represented by the SM eld
contents with dimension six operators as a leading order. These irrelevant operators in QCD
are shown by O(1)4F ;O(8)4F ;OqqG, and OqqGG, which represent color-singlet 4-Fermi, color-octet
4-Fermi, quark-quark-gluon, and quark-quark-gluon-gluon operators, respectively. They are
listed in Ref.[35], and given by
O(1)4F =
12g4s
1922
X
i;j=L;R
Z
d4k1d
4k2d
4k3d
4k4
(2)4(2)4(2)4(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2   k3 + k4)
 Cij [q(k1)Piq(k2)] [q0(k3)Pjq0(k4)] ; (3.3.64)
O(8)4F =
12g4s
1922
X
i;j=L;R
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2   k3 + k4)
Dij [q(k1)T aPiq(k2)] [q0(k3)T aPjq0(k4)] ; (3.3.65)
OqqG = g
3
s
962
X
i=L;R
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3)q(k1)T aEi Ga(k3)Piq(k2);
(3.3.66)
OqqGG = g
4
s
1922
X
i=L;R
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)
 q(k1)

F i 
ab +Hi T
aT b

Ga(k2)G
b
(k3)Piq(k4); (3.3.67)
where Pi (i = L; R) is the chirality projection, PL =
1 5
2

PR =
1+5
2

, and Ei ; F

i ; H

i
are dened as
Ei = fe1i/k1 + e2i/k2gk1 + fe3i/k2 + e4i/k1gk2
+ fe5ik21 + e6ik22   e7ik1  k2g
  e8ii5k1k2; (3.3.68)
F i = f1ii
5 + f2ig
 + f3ig

+ f4ig
; (3.3.69)
Hi = h1ii
5 + h2ig
 + h3ig

+ h4ig
: (3.3.70)
In Eqs.(3.3.65) and (3.3.68), Cij; Dij;e1i;    ; e8i are Wilson coecients which have mass
dimensionM 2NP , whereMNP stands for a scale of new physics characterized by new particles'
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masses. In Eqs.(3.3.80) and (3.3.70), coecients f1i;    ; h1i;    are some combination of
the quark and the gluon momentum, e.g.
f1L = f
(k1)
1L k1 + f
(k3)
1L k3 + f
(k4)
1L k4 (3.3.71)
for left-handed quarks, and f
(k1)
1i ;    ; f (k4)4i , h(k1)1i ;    ; h(k4)4i are Wilson coecients with mass
dimension M 2NP . The QCD interactions in Eqs.(3.3.64)-(3.3.67) become chiral in the SUSY
SM, since their coecients are dierent between left- and right-handed quarks. We can see
explicit coecients of these operators in the SUSY SM and UED model in Appendix B and
Ref.[35].
3.3.2 SUSY
In the SUSY SM with R-parity, SUSY particles can propagate only inside loop diagrams,
and the maximal contributions of the parity violation come from 1-loop induced dimension
six operators. There were some estimations previously, where SUSY particles have masses
of O(100) GeV [52, 53, 54]. In particular, in Ref.[53], the asymmetry was estimated as
jALR(mtt)j ' 2:0% with O(100) GeV sparticles. Here we show a similar estimation by use
of dimension six operators by integrating out heavy SUSY particles. We neglect the left-right
mixing in the stop mass matrix, which corresponds to neglect top Yukawa in the loop level.
We should take mass bounds of gluino and squarks constrained by LHC experiment[55].
Cross sections from SUSY dimension six operators at a center-of-mass energy ECM = 7
TeV are listed in Table 3.2. Where we take some sample points of sparticle masses as
(m~g;m~tL ;m~tR) = (2000; 2100; 1000); (2000; 1200; 1000); and (400; 1200; 410) GeV. Cases of
(i) and (ii) show heavy sparticles consistent with LHC data[55]. In case of (iii), parameter
set shows gluino and one of stop are degenerate within 30 GeV, which is not excluded
experimentally, too. It is because there are experimental cut for pT s of multi-jets with missing
transverse momentum in SUSY search at the LHC (Tevatron), where an event selection for
jets is pT > 40 GeV[55] (pT > 30 GeV[56]), and pT of jets are roughly estimated as the mass
dierence of gluino and squarks. For calculating a cross section, we should pay attention
to the cut of collision energy at parton level. In the eective operator approach, operators
are expanded by sparticle masses. This means the parton level invariant mass
p
s^ can not
be larger than sparticle mass,
p
s^ < MSUSY. Here, we estimate the cross section under the
limit of
p
s^  0:95MSUSY, where MSUSY stands for Min.[m~g;m~tL ;m~tR ]. Note that top and
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anti-top are mainly produced in QCD process in collider experiment and the experimental
data shows exp(pp ! tt) = 179 pb[57, 58], where the magnitude of exp is almost same as
that induced from the SM QCD processes, SM. Table 3.2 shows cross sections of (i) and
(ii) are (roughly) 10 6 smaller than SM. Even if gluino mass is O(100) GeV as the case of
(iii), the cross section does not drastically increase. We show the numerical calculation of
the asymmetry ALR for the case of (i) together with UED result in section 3.3.5.
Table 3.3 shows cross sections at ECM = 7 TeV with various magnitudes of m~tL xing
m~g and m~tR . In Table 3.3,  is dened as   SM+SUSY   SM, where SM+SUSY stands
for a cross section including QCD, SM electroweak (SMEW), and SUSY contributions. The
SUSY contribution is small, i.e., cross section is O(10 4) pb and jj ' O(10 2) pb. The
values of ALR depending on the masses are shown in Fig. 3.4. Apparently, the larger the
mass dierence between ~qL and ~qR becomes, the larger magnitude of ALR becomes.
(m~g;m~tL ;m~tR) [GeV] 
SUSY(pp! tt) [10 4pb]
(i), (2000, 2100, 1000) 1.5
(ii), (2000, 1200, 1000) 2.2
(iii), (400, 1200, 410) 8.8
Table 3.2: Sample points of sparticle masses and their cross sections at ECM = 7 TeV
(m~g;m~tL ;m~tR) [GeV] 
SUSY [10 4pb]  [10 2pb]
(2000, 1010, 1000) 2.5 -5.2
(2000, 1100, 1000) 2.3 -5.0
(2000, 1200, 1000) 2.2 -4.9
(2000, 1300, 1000) 2.3 -4.7
(2000, 1400, 1000) 2.0 -4.6
(2000, 1500, 1000) 1.9 -4.5
(2000, 1600, 1000) 1.8 -4.3
(2000, 1700, 1000) 1.8 -4.1
(2000, 1800, 1000) 1.7 -4.0
(2000, 1900, 1000) 1.6 -3.8
(2000, 2100, 1000) 1.5 -3.6
(2000, 2200, 1000) 1.5 -3.6
(2000, 2300, 1000) 1.5 -3.5
Table 3.3: Sparticles masses and corresponding cross sections are listed. SUSY 
SUSY(pp! tt) and   SM+SUSY   SM.
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Figure 3.4: The relation between ALR and the mass di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3.3.3 UED
In the UED with KK-parity, KK particles can propagate only inside loop diagrams, and the
maximal contributions come from 1-loop induced dimension six operators. The QCD parity
violation is induced only through non-degeneracy of KK masses induced from radiative
corrections. The dimension six operators are listed in Appendix B.1 and Ref.[35], which
contribute both qq annihilation processes and gluon fusion subprocesses. In UED we take
the cut of collision energy to
p
s^  1=R, where R is the compactication scale. At tree level,
KK particles are degenerate, but there appears a slight dierence between the left-handed
KK quark mass, m
(n)
L , and right-handed one, m
(n)
R , through the renormalization eects [59]
as
m
t
(n)
L
=
 n
R

3
g2s
162
+
27
16
g2
162
+
1
16
g02
162

log
2
2
; (3.3.72)
m
t
(n)
R
=
 n
R

3
g2s
162
+
g02
162

log
2
2
; (3.3.73)
where  and  are the cuto scale and the renormalization scale, respectively. Accurately
speaking, these eects are beyond the order of 2s, however, here we take them into account,
since it might be informative. We take  =
p
s^  2mt, and helicity asymmetry is plotted
in a sample point as (R 1;) = (2 TeV; 20 TeV). Fixing the R means that KK-mode
appears up to n = 20 below the cuto scale. Here we take the sum of KK-modes up to
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innity, for simplicity, because a dierence of coecients between the sum of n up to 20 and
innity is less than 3%. A numerical result of the magnitude of ALR in the UED model will
be shown in Fig.3.7 and 3.8 in section 3.3.5.
3.3.4 SM electroweak background and Little Higgs model
Here we estimate ALR induced from not QCD but weak interactions, which is the SMEW
background. The SMEW background is not negligible, although it was not estimated in
Ref.[53]. The asymmetry from the SMEW, ASMEWLR , is induced by electroweak interactions
at a tree level, and the cross section of the SMEW is estimated as SMEW(pp ! tt) '
3:410 1pb. The SMEW contribution is larger than the SUSY contribution comparing to
Table 3.2. It is worth noting that a magnitude of QCD+SMEW('125 pb) is smaller than that
of only QCD contribution QCD(' 138 pb). The SMEW contributions in pp! tt process is
studied in Ref.[60, 61, 62].
We alos consider the Little Higgs (LH) model[63, 64, 65], and there is no QCD parity
violation as in the SM. In the LH model, Higgs doublet is identied as Nambu-Goldstone
boson (NGB), for example, associated with SU(3)=SU(2), and quadratic divergence in Higgs
mass correction does not appear. A minimal setup of the LH model is to take two global
SU(3) symmetries, and they are spontaneously broken into two SU(2) symmetries by VEV
of LHs such as
h1i =
0@ 00
f
1A ; h2i =
0@ 00
f
1A ; (3.3.74)
where 10 NGBs appear. Here we introduce a SU(3) gauge interaction with coupling g3,
L  jg3A1j2 + jg3A2j2; (3.3.75)
where 1 and 2 are NGBs, and the SU(3) gauge symmetry is \diagonal." The reason is as
follows. When 1 and 2 transform under SU(3) as
1 ! U11; 2 ! U22; (3.3.76)
gauge eld A should transform as
A ! U1AU y1 ; A ! U2AU y2 ; (3.3.77)
Input parameters are (gs; g; g0) = (1:3; 0:65; 0:31); MZ = 91 GeV; and mt = 173 GeV.
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and thus, we obtain U1 = U2. After symmetry breaking, 5 of NGBs are eaten by the gauge
boson, and a part of remained NGBs can be identied as Higgs doublet. In this setup, the
Higgs mass and the Higgs quartic coupling is induced by quantum corrections. A nite Higgs
mass is obtained through a 1-loop diagram shown in Fig.3.5. Self-energy diagrams such as
φ1 φ1
φ2 φ2
Figure 3.5: This 1-loop diagram induces a
nite Higgs mass.
φi φi φi φi φi
Figure 3.6: This 1-loop diagram does not
contribute Higgs mass.
Fig.3.6 does not contribute the Higgs mass. We can check the contributions of the diagrams
in Figs.3.5 and 3.6. When we write 1 and 2 as
1  exp

i
f

0 h
hy 0

h1i; 2  exp

  i
f

0 h
hy 0

h2i; (3.3.78)
where h is Higgs doublet, we obtain
(Fig.3:5)  g
2
3
(4)2
log

2
2

jy12j2  f 2
g23
(4)2
log

2
2

hyh; (3.3.79)
(Fig.3:6)  g
2
3
(4)2
2(j1j2 + j2j2)  g
2
3
(4)2
2(f 2 + f2): (3.3.80)
Thus a Higgs quadratic contribution does not appear in the Eq.(3.3.80). These results are
understood as follows. When the gauge coupling of 2 is switched o, two SU(3) sectors
are independent, and 2 remains as exact NGB. Similarly, when the gauge coupling of 1 is
switched o, 1 becomes exact NGB. Thus, the self-energy diagrams (Fig.3.6) does not give
the Higgs mass. Only when the gauge couplings for both 1 and 2 are switched on, Higgs
boson receives the mass induced by mixing of 1 and 2 through gauge interaction, where
does not appear quadratic divergence. In matter sector, SU(2) doublets are also enlarged
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into SU(3) triplet as
	 =
0@ tb
T
1A   Q
T

(3.3.81)
for the third generation. By introducing two right-handed singlets tc1 and t
c
2, Yukawa cou-
plings are written by
LY = 1y1	tc1 + 2y2	tc2
 hyQ(i2tc2   i1tc1) + T

f   h
yh
2f

(2t
c
2 + 1t
c
1) +   
 thyQtc + ftT

1  h
yh
2f 2

T c +    ; (3.3.82)
where we assume 1 = 2 = t in the last line, and dene t
c = ip
2
(tc2   tc1) as the SM top
and T c = 1p
2
(tc2 + t
c
1) for heavy top partner.
This minimal setup makes clear an important advantage of LH models, however, this
setup suere from precision electroweak constraints [66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. For a realistic
model, LH model with T-parity is studied in Refs [71, 66, 68]. For example, in a miniml
LH model with T-parity[72, 73, 71], the SM elds and a part of additional top partners are
assigned to T-parity even, and other heavy elds are T-parity odd. In the model, top quark
mixes the partner, and weak interactions are slightly modied. Ref.[74] discuss this mixing
in single-top event at the Tevatron and the LHC.
For our concern, the eects of the LH is summarized as deviated weak interactions from
the SM. The Lagrangian is given by
Lint =  gst/Gt  2
3
et/At  gp
2
cos (b /WPLt+ h:c:)  g
cos W
t/Z

 2
3
sin2 W +
1
2
cos2 PL

t;
(3.3.83)
where  and mt are tan
 1 21
21+
2
2
v
f
and v12p
21+
2
2
, respectively. The f denotes the VEV of the
LH. When we take 1 ' 2 ' 1, we can estimate cos  ' 1  v22f2 . Integrating out new heavy
particles in the LH, the eective 4 Fermi operators are induced as
OLH = g
2
2
cos2 
1
k2W  M2W
(tPLb)(b
PLt)
+
avorX
q
g2
3
tan2 W cos
2 
1
k2Z  M2Z
(qPLq)(t
PLt); (3.3.84)
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where kW and kZ stand for momenta of W and Z bosons, respectively. When the LH takes
VEV as f = 2 TeV, the angle  becomes cos  = 0:992. We will estimate the helicity
asymmetry in the LH in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Note that the cross section of the LH model is
the same order of that of the SMEW processes as LH(pp! tt) = 2:4 10 1 pb.
3.3.5 Discriminate SUSY from UED
Figures 3.7  3.10 show results of numerical analyses of the magnitude of ALR in the SUSY,
UED, SMEW, and LH depending on mtt and pT , respectively. For example, ALR in SUSY,
denoted by ASUSYLR , is dened by A
SUSY
LR =
dSUSY+  =dmtt   dSUSY + =dmtt
dSUSY+  =dmtt + dSUSY + =dmtt
, while an observ-
able magnitude of ALR in the experiments is given by A
exp
LR =
dexp+ =dmtt   dexp +=dmtt
dexp+ =dmtt + d
exp
 +=dmtt
,
where exp is the total cross section.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show each contributions of the SM, SUSY, UED, and LH, and catch
a trend whether the asymmetry is enhanced or not. The magnitude of ASUSYLR in Figs. 3.7
and 3.8 does not include an interference of SM and SUSY. ALR of UED, SMEW, and LH in
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 are dened in the same way. We input SUSY mass parameters as (m~g, m~qL ,
m~qR) = (2TeV, 2:1TeV, 1TeV), and (2TeV, 1TeV, 2:1TeV). Parameters of UED model are
taken as (R 1;) = (2TeV; 20TeV). Apparently, the helicity asymmetry in the SUSY SM
can be larger than that in UED model, which is of course due to the squark mass splitting.
For example, when m~tL  m~tR , left-handed top pair production should be suppressed, and
then the sign of ASUSYLR becomes positive because +  is larger than  +. The opposite case
is similarly understood.
However, we should notice that the SUSY cross section is much smaller than that of the
SM QCD, and unfortunately, once the SM interferes the SUSY contribution, the asymmetry
could not seen by the large SM QCD contribution.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show ALR including the interference of SM and the new physics
(SUSY, UED and LH), where ASM+SUSYLR is around 3 10 3, and a deviation of ASM+SUSYLR
from ASMLR is roughly estimated as 1  10 3. Here SM means QCD + SMEW. As for LH,
there is a large contribution as ALHLR  510 3. Since the helicity asymmetry is measured by
a spin correlation, AexpLR should be larger than an error of the spin correlation for observation.
Thus, ASM+SUSYLR ( 3  10 3) is dicult to be observed. For example, in Ref.[75, 76], a
correlation coecient in a helicity basis is represented, and the statistic and the systematic
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Figure 3.7: ALR of mtt distribution.
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Figure 3.8: Dependence of ALR on pT .
errors are of order 0.1. However, we could expect that the statistic error reduces about 1/3
by 10 times events in the future LHC experiments and the systematic error reduce about
1/10. In the next section, we discuss a potential to observe ALR. As for the LH model,
ALHLR is the same order as A
SMEW
LR as shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Their asymmetries could
be observable when the SM QCD cross section is suppressed, where the LH might be also
discriminated from the SMEW in a specic value of f .
3.3.6 Discussions
The cross section of the SM QCD decreases comparing to that of the SUSY SM in high
mtt and pT region, since gluino and squark contribution become dominant. So the SUSY
signal could be signicant, if we select the phase space (nal states) as well as take cut to
focus on high mtt and pT region, where the SM QCD contribution should be suppressed.
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show fractions of (t; t) = (+;+)=( ; ), ( ;+), and (+; ) for SM
QCD, SMEW, SUSY-L, and SUSY-R at Ecm = 7TeV. Where SUSY-L and SUSY-R stand
for (m~g;m~qL ;m~qR) = (2TeV; 2:1TeV; 1TeV) and (2TeV; 1TeV; 2:1TeV), respectively. Notice
that SM QCD contribution of ( ;+) and (+; ) are suppressed in gg ! tt process.
Moreover, when top Yukawa coupling is large, the parity violation could be enhanced since
1-loop diagrams with a charged Higgs(ino) inside the loop has the top Yukawa couplings,
which have tR and tR in the external lines (while bottom Yukawa couplings have tL and
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Figure 3.9: Dependence of ALR on mtt with
SM interference.
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Helicities SM QCD SMEW SUSY-L SUSY-R
(+;+)=( ; ) 0.222 0.181 0.022 0.023
(+; ) 0.385 0.178 0.570 0.402
( ;+) 0.393 0.641 0.408 0.575
Table 3.4: Helicity fractions in qq ! tt process
tL in the external lines). Figure 3.11 shows Higgs(ino) contributions with top and bottom
Yukawa couplings, and thus, tRtR production can be enhanced due to y
2
t  y2b . This eect
is order of sy
2
t , which could be the same order as 
2
s in small tan  region. Then, if the
SUSY cross section is enhanced as  10 2 pb at the high mtt and pT region with the specic
phase space (where the SM QCD cross section could be suppressed as  1 pb), ASUSYLR
could be large enough as 0:05. In this case, ALR can be observed when the statistic error
is of oder 0.01, where we need 104 events of top pair production for this statistic error.
Helicities SM QCD SMEW SUSY-L SUSY-R
(+;+)=( ; ) 0.747 | 0.000 0.000
(+; ) 0.125 | 0.715 0.283
( ;+) 0.127 | 0.285 0.717
Table 3.5: Helicity fractions in gg ! tt process
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Figure 3.11: Higgs(ino) contributions with top and bottom Yukawa couplings. These dia-
grams enhance the parity violation.
Then, ALR ' 0:05 0:01 could be observed with an integrated luminosity 10 fb 1 which is
obtained from the number of total events divided by the SM cross section (10 fb 1  104=1
pb). When we consider an acceptance of a detector, the luminosity should be about 10 times
larger since we can not detect all of events. Thus the luminosity is roughly estimated as 100
fb 1. Therefore, we should take reanalyses of ALR up to O(sy2t ) with no use of dimension
six operators[77], and we need more detailed studies for the discrimination between the SUSY
SM and UED model.
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Chapter 4
Parity non-conserving quarkonium
decay
In this chapter, we discuss SUSY induced parity violation in quarkonium decay. Heavy
quakonium can be described by NRQCD[78], however, original NRQCD only explains heavy
meson decay by on-shell asymptotic state of quarkonium. As we see in section 4.2, parity
violating operators aect a mixing of wave functions with dierent parity eigenstate, and
the original NRQCD is not suitable to estimate the mixing. Therefore, in section 4.1, we
establish a method to analyze the parity violation, which framework is based on NRQCD
criteria. In section 4.3, we analyze a concrete example of parity non-conserving decay of
charmonium, where we estimate a decay width of c ! . Next, we estimate bounds for
~u and ~d by use of a similar technique in Ref.[79]. And nally, we comment on bounds for
other sfermions.
4.1 Non-relativistic QCD
Let us consider a quarkonium of qq bound state in the NRQCD framework by introducing
a bilocal eld. It is applicable for heavy quarks, and a related work has been shown in, for
example, Refs. [80, 81, 82, 7, 83, 84, 85].
In NRQCD, heavy quarkonium is characterized by quark velocity v and quark mass m.
Quark eld q can be expanded by its mass as
q(x) =
 
'e imt + i ~r~
2m
eimt
eimt   i ~r~
2m
'e imt
!
(4.1.1)
when m is enough large. ' and  denote particle and anti-particle components, respectively,
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and this expansion is so-called Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani transformation[86, 87]. Thus a two-
body eective action in NRQCD is given by
Se =
Z
X
Z
~r
yX (~r)

i@0X  
r2X
4m
+H(r)

X(~r); (4.1.2)
where H(r) is dened as H(r)   r2r=m  V (r). A detail derivation of Eq. (4.1.2) is given
in Appendix C. Now we estimate the spectra of bound states X(~r). 

X(~r) can be expanded
by a complete set of  n(~r) as
X(~r) =
X
n
an(X) n(~r) =
X
n
Z
d3P
(2)3
an(~P ) n(~r)e
 iP X ; (4.1.3)
where an(X) is a plane wave, and  n(~r) is a possible bound state which this system can
take. An eigenstate of H(~r), which satises
H^(~^r) n(~r) = En n(~r); (4.1.4)
is a quarkonium, and En denotes a binding energy of it. Orthogonality and completeness
suggest Z
d3r yn(~r) m(~r) = nm;
X
n
 n(~r) 
y
n(~s) = (~r   ~s): (4.1.5)
A hadron wave function is factorized by an(X), which only depends on center of mass
coordinate. Here  represents spin singlet (triplet) state of meson when  = 0 ( = i). Note
that a hadron labeled by n is created by ayn (X) as a
y
n (X)j0i = jni.
Here let us apply this formalism to a charmonium, for example. We denote n =
c; hc; J= ; c;    , then a spin singlet state 0X(~r) and a spin triplet state iX(~r) are repre-
sented by
0X(~r) = a
0
c(X) c(~r) + a
0
hc(X) hc(~r) +    ; (4.1.6)
iX(~r) = a
i
J= (X) J= (~r) + a
i
cJ
(X) cJ (~r) +    ; (4.1.7)
respectively. We now obtain the eective action of charmonium in the SM QCD, where
parity is conserved.
4.2 Parity violating potential induced by SUSY
4.2.1 Direct parity violation
In the SUSY SM, parity can be violated in quarkonium through the non-degeneracy of left-
right squark masses. As we have shown in Appendix A, there are three parity-violating
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operators, O(1)4F , O(8)4F , and OqqG, where OqqGG is next to leading order which we do not
consider. At a direct decay vertex of quarkonium, O(1)4F gives the leading order of parity
violation, and we call this process \direct parity violation". The explicit form of the direct
parity violating operator is given by
Op:v4F = (Auc +Bcu)4(x  y)[u(x)u(y)][c(x)5c(y)]; (4.2.8)
where Auc and Bcu are
Auc  12g
4
s
1922
1
4
( C(~u;~c)LL + C(~u;~c)RR + C(~u;~c)LR   C(~u;~c)RL ); (4.2.9)
Bcu  12g
4
s
1922
1
4
( C(~c;~u)LL + C(~c;~u)RR   C(~c;~u)LR + C(~c;~u)RL ); (4.2.10)
respectively. We estimate u-quark contribution at rst, and later include d-quark contri-
bution. Note that squark avor is labeled by C
(~q;~q0)
ij (i; j = L;R), and has squark mass
dependence through f1(m~q;m~q0) and f2(m~q;m~q0). For example, C
(~u;~c)
LL is denoted as
C
(~u;~c)
LL =
2
9
[f1(m~uL ;m~cL) + f2(m~uL ;m~cL)]; (4.2.11)
and other C-factors are similarly obtained by using Eqs.(B.1.9)(B.1.12).
As for OqqG and O(8)4F , they do not induce the leading order contributions in direct parity
violation process, because they must emit a gluon in the decay vertex. We can neglect gluon
exchange between in-going and out-going states at the decay instant in the NRQCD, since
non-relativistic bound states are hadronized by space-like gluon exchanges. Therefore, we
can neglect the contributions from OqqG and O(8)4F , and factorize this decay process by a
vacuum insertion as in Fig. 1.
We focus on a charmonium, c, which is 0
 + under JPC , and has mass of 2980 MeV.
Notice that Op:v4F is a contact interaction, where the decay constant is a value of wave function
at an origin due to -function and a decay through the contact interaction is only possible
with the S-state (angular momentum L = 0). Thus, reminding  is 0 +, c can not decay
to  until it pick up parity violation, since (p); ( p) system of S-state is 0++. Note
that there exits weak interaction, however, it also breaks C. Anyhow, as in Fig. 1, the
direct parity violation through the SUSY eects, i.e., a two-body decay process, c ! ,
should be factorized as hjOp:v4F jci  hjqqj0ih0jq5qjci. Here hjqqj0i is a pion
It has P = ( 1)L and C = ( 1)S+L.
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−→ time
Figure 4.1: Factorization by a vacuum insertion in a direct parity violation process. A box stands for Op:v4F
in Eq.(4.2.8).
form factor, and we can estimate h0jq5qjci by use of NRQCD. Actually, by regarding
q05q   1
2
y' + h:c: in a non-relativistic picture, the S-matrix element of c !  is
given by
hjOp:v4F jci   
1
2
(Auc +Bcu)
4(x  y)hjuy(x)u(y)j0ih0jy(x)'(y)jci: (4.2.12)
Here hjuy(x)u(y)j0i  F s(k) is a scalar form factor of pion, which has non-trivial energy
dependence.
In general, when a bound state jni( ayn (P )j0i) decays through a bilocal operator
OX (~r) = X(~r)X(~r)    , its matrix element is given by
h0jT [OX (~r)]jni = i
Z
d4Y
Z
d3sF nP (Y ; s)

i@Y 0   r
2
Y
4m
  H^(s)

h0jT [OX (~r)yY (s)]j0i;
where F nP (Y ; s)   n(~s)e iP Y , and it satises
R
d3Xd3ryX (r)F
n
P (X; r) = a
y
n(~P ) from or-
thogonality and completeness. Thus, the transition amplitude in Eq.(4.2.13) is given by
 n(~r)e
 iPX with OX (~r) = X(~r).
Let us go back to a charmonium, and take q as c-quark in Eq.(4.1.1). Since a heavy quark
is non-relativistically expanded as Eq.(4.1.1), the 4-Fermi operator can be also expanded
similarly. In the leading order, components of y' and 'y in the bilocal eld, are only
creating and annihilating operators of charmonium. Thus, nX(~r) corresponds to 
y(x)'(y),
and we name a label n = 0 c for the charmonium, which suggests
h0j0X(~r)jci =  c(~r)e iP X : (4.2.13)
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Remind that Op:v4F is a contact interaction, and we can use mc for an energy of the pion
form factor due to a momentum conservation. Then, we obtain
hjOp:v4F jci   
1
2
(Auc +Bcu)F
s(mc) c(0): (4.2.14)
There is a d-quark contribution as well as u-quark ones, so that the eective 4-Fermi operator
Op:v4F becomes a linear combination of u and d. Therefore,  (c ! ) is estimated as
 (c ! ) j Auc + Adc +Bcu +Bcd j2 jF
s(mc)j2j c(0)j2
16m2c
: (4.2.15)
Since c is an S-state, the decay width depends only on the wave function at the origin .
This is a characteristic feature in the direct parity violating process in the SUSY SM.
4.2.2 Indirect parity violation
The QCD dimension six operators from the SUSY SM can have the parity violating eects,
and actually, they can also contribute organization of quarkoniums themselves. We call this
eect \indirect parity violation", and we investigate it in this section. For this indirect parity
violation, all OqqG;O(1)4F ; and O(8)4F contribute as in Fig. 2.
Figure 4.2: Diagrams which contribute indirect parity violation through dimension six operators (which
are shown a box at a vertex). (Left): a contribution from OqqG, (Right): a contribution from O(1)4F or O(8)4F .
The indirect parity violation induces a mixing between an even-parity state and an odd-
parity state as well as a S-state and a P-state in a quarkonium. As the parity violating term
is written by V (r) in the potential, the eective action in Eq.(C.0.21) includes indirect
parity violation by rewriting V (r)g ! V (r)g + V (r). Here V (r) is a matrix in a
basis of S- and P-states, which has o-diagonal elements of hadron state labeled by n (and
). Now let us calculate the mixing between asymptotic states in the SUSY SM by using
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the basis of the SM QCD. Since the potential only depends on relative coordinate, the wave
function can be expanded by 	n(~r) in the SUSY SM as
X(~r) =
X
n
An(X)	n(~r); (4.2.16)
where 	n(~r) satises eigenvalue equations,
[HQCD(~r) + V (~r)]	n(~r) = E
full
n 	n(~r); (4.2.17)
for Efulln 6= En. Note that n is the label of the hadron, which contains an information of spin
( = 0: singlet,  = i: triplet). This 	n(~r) must be 	n(~r)!  n(~r) as V ! 0, so that it is
given by
	n(~r) =  n(~r) +
X
k 6=n
Vnk
En   Ek k(~r); (4.2.18)
up to the rst order of perturbation. Note that 	n(~r) must satisfyZ
d3r	yn(~r)	m(~r) = mn (4.2.19)
for the zeroth order of perturbation. Vnk is dened by
Vnk 
Z
d3s yk(~s)[V (~s)] n(~s): (4.2.20)
The classical complete set 	n(~r) should be written by the QCD complete set  n(~r), while a
hadron creation operator is given by Ayn (X), so that A

n(X) corresponds to a

n(X). 	n(~r)
and  n(~r) are dierent complete bases as
X(~r) =
X
n
an(X) n(~r) =
X
n
An(X)	n(~r): (4.2.21)
Thus, by use of orthogonalization of 	n(~r), we obtain
Ayn (X) = a
y
n (X) +
X
k 6=n
(Vnka
y
k(X))

En   Ek : (4.2.22)
Let us consider a charmonium system. Equation (4.2.22) means an observed c is almost
represented by a mixing state of c and c0 as
jciobs: = jci+ Vc;c0
Ec   Ec0
jc0i: (4.2.23)
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c0 is 0
++ with mass of 3415 MeV, and a decay of c0 to  is possible (see, Eq.(4.3.37))
when - system has angular momentum, L = 1. We estimate parity violating potential
induced from the SUSY SM. As for O(1)4F in Fig. 2, its coecient only depends on m~cL and
m~cR , since the bound state is charmonium. The parity violating terms in O(1)4F are given by
O(1)4F 
12g4s
1922
1
2
( C(~c;~c)LL + C(~c;~c)RR )4(x  y)[c(x)c(x)][c(y)5c(y)]; (4.2.24)
where we use spin relation,  =
1
2
 +
1
2
a
a
, and 
ab = ab + iabcc. A color
factor is rewritten as 1
2
ijkl =
1
2NC
ilkj+T
A
il T
A
kj for an exchange of spin. We must be careful
for exchanges of spin and coordinate, where only spin-singlet changes its sign (Table.4.1).
After careful calculations, O(1)4F is given by
exchange of spin ('$ ) exchange of coordinate (x$ y)
spin singlet 0(x; y) asym. sym.
spin triplet i(x; y) sym. asym.
Table 4.1: exchanges of spin or coordinate
O(1)4F !
12g4s
1922
1
2
( C(~c;~c)LL + C(~c;~c)RR )

i
4mcNC



0
i
y
x;y

0 4V(r)@jr
4irV(r) 4iijkkrV(r)

0
j

x;y
; (4.2.25)
where V  4(x   y) and iir   @iri. As for O(8)4F , we can use the calculation result of
O(1)4F , since spin structure is the same. The dierent point is just color factor, and by using
TAij T
A
kl =
CF
2NC
ilkj   1NC TAil TAkj, we show color octet part is CF (= (N2C   1)=(2NC)) times
larger than O(1)4F . Then, non-relativistic potential from O(1)4F and O(8)4F with parity violation is
totally given by
V 4F (r)
=
12g4s
1922
i
8mcNC
h
( C(~c;~c)LL + C(~c;~c)RR ) + CF ( D(~c;~c)LL +D(~c;~c)RR )
i 0 4V(r)@jr
4irV(r) 4iijkkrV(r)

:
(4.2.26)
For a non-relativistic potential from OqqG, we estimate leading part. Since OqqG is not
the contact interaction as O(1)4F , its parity violation eects should be added to the gluon
potential. The bilocal operator after integrating out gluon is given by
L  g
2
s
962CF

q(x)TAE0L;RPL;Rq(x)

V (r)

q(y)TA0q(y)

; (4.2.27)
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where E0L;R has eight terms in total, which are categorized as
(i)  e1(m~q) g
2
s
962CF

(qxT
A@
@0qx) + (@
@0qxT
Aqx)

V (r)

q(y)TA0q(y)

;
(4.2.28)
(ii)  e2(m~q) g
2
s
962CF

(@qxT
A@
0qx) + (@
0qxT
A@
qx)

V (r)

q(y)TA0q(y)

;
(4.2.29)
(iii)  g
2
s
962CF

e3(m~q)

(qxT
A0@2qx) + (@
2qxT
A0qx)
	
+ e4(m~q)(@
qxT
A0@qx)

 V (r) q(y)TA0q(y) ; (4.2.30)
(iv)  ( e5(m~q)) g
2
s
962CF
i0

@qxT
A@qx

V (r)

q(y)TA0q(y)

: (4.2.31)
Here, sign + ( ) means that quark chirality is R (L). In the non-relativistic limit, (i) and
(ii) vanish, since components of  = 0 and  = i are cancelled with each other. For this
calculation, we have used a NRQCD result, @0q  O(mc(mcv)3=2) (v: c-quark velocity, mc:
c-quark mass) which counting rules are shown in Appendix C. Actually, (iii) induces the
leading eects for the potential. By taking leading order of v, a power counting shows
V qqG (r) = [(e4(m~qR)  e4(m~qL))  2(e3(m~qR)  e3(m~qL))]
 g
2
s
962
 imq
8NC

0 V (r)@jr +
j
r V (r)
V (r)@ir +
i
r V (r) i
ijk[V (r)@kr +
k
r V (r)]

; (4.2.32)
where we use color factor (CF=(2NC)) from Fierz transformation. As for (iv), ;  must
be space-index, so that the second derivative of space-index appears, which corresponds to
D-state (or higher angular momentum states), so that it does not contribute the mixing
between S- and P-states. The (iv) does not contribute the mixing between S- and P-states,
too. Thus, the leading order of parity violating potential, which triggers the mixing between
S- and P-states, is given by
V SUSY (r) = V
4F
 (r) + V
qqG
 (r): (4.2.33)
Then, we can calculate Vc;c0 in a charmonium, and a formula of decay width is given
by
 (c ! ) 
 Vc;c0Ec   Ec0
2  (c0 ! ): (4.2.34)
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A wave function of charmonium is given by  (~r) = Rn(r)Ylm(; ), where Rn(r) satises the
Schrodinger equation (4.1.4) with Coulomb plus linear potential (Cornell potential),
V (r) =  
r
+
r
a2
: (4.2.35)
We take  = 0:52 and a = 2:34 GeV 1 for charmonium system [88]. Through the Schrodinger
equation with this potential, we can obtain charmonium wave function numerically.
4.3 Parity non-conserving charmonium decay
Let us investigate the left-right non-degeneracy bound for the masses of ~cL and ~cR by use of
the calculation method shown above. For a charmonium, we focus on c, whose decay has
upper bounds of P and CP violations as [51]
Br(c ! + ) < 1:1 10 4; Br(c ! 00) < 3:5 10 5: (4.3.36)
Note again that c can not decay to  until it picks up parity violation. On the other hand,
a branching ratio of c0 !  is
Br(c0 ! ) = (8:4 0:4) 10 3: (4.3.37)
A branching ratio of c !  in a direct parity violation from Eq.(4.2.34) is given by
Br(c ! )dir: =j Auc + Adc +Bcu +Bcd j2 jF
s(mc)j2j c(0)j2
16m2c c
; (4.3.38)
where  c is the total decay width of c. Here we take a scalar form factor of pion F
s by
an input parameter as F s(m2c) = 1; 0:1; 0:001, since its theoretical estimation is dicult
above 1 GeV. On the other hand, the indirect parity violation in c !  suggests
Br(c ! )indir: 
V SUSYc;c0 + V EWc;c0Ec   Ec0

2
Br(c0 ! ); (4.3.39)
where V EWc;c0 is the SM background induced from a Z-boson exchange. It gives an additional
eect V(r)  (=r) exp( mZr)) in Eq.(4.2.26), which is shown as
V EW (r) =
g2
cos2 W

1
2
  2
3
sin2 W
2
iCF
8mcN

0 4V(r)@jr
4irV(r) 4iijkkrV(r)

(4.3.40)
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in a basis of (S-state, P-state) with N = 2 and CF = 3=2. Then, we can evaluate V
EW
c;c0
with
Eq.(4.2.20), and the branching ratio is given by Br(c ! )SM 
 V EWc;c0Ec Ec0 2Br(c0 !
) ' 7:0 10 22.
In Figs. 3 and 4, the branching ratios of c !  from direct and indirect parity violation
eects are plotted, respectively, where horizontal axis is a magnitude of (m2~cL   m2~cR)=m2~g.
Note that the branching ratio from indirect parity violation is larger than that from direct
parity violation. Unfortunately, we can show that the SUSY parity violating eect is smaller
than the experimental bound of Eq.(4.3.36) in the parameter region, and it is dicult to
obtain the non-degeneracy bound between m~cL and m~cR . Figures 5 and 6 show a case that
~g and ~cR are degenerate around 850 GeV in mass. The magnitude of the horizontal axis
is varied from (m2~cL   m2~cR)=m2~g = 4:5, which is taken to be consistent with LHC data.
Notice that the branching ratio becomes larger than that in Figs. 3 and 4, however, the
experimental bound is also much higher, and we can not obtain the bounds.
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Figure 4.3: Branching ratios of  !  from di-
rect parity violation with m~g = 1400 GeV, m~uR =
2000 GeV, m~uL = 2500 GeV, m ~dR = 2100GeV,
m ~dL = 2600 GeV, and m~cR = 2200 GeV.
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Figure 4.4: Branching ratios of  !  from in-
direct parity violation with m~g = 1400 GeV, and
m~cR = 2200 GeV.
4.4 Estimation of bounds for ~u and ~d
The left-right non-degeneracy bounds for ~u and ~d was studied by use of nuclear parity
violation in Ref.[79]. Where they compared coecients of (quark level) meson-nucleon
couplings in the SM with those in the SUSY. However, studied parameter region was
m2~q  m2~g < O(G 1F ), which is already experimentally excluded, so that we investigate
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Figure 4.6: Branching ratios of  !  from in-
direct parity violation with m~g = 850 GeV, and
m~cR = 880 GeV.
the left-right non-degeneracy bound in a wider parameter region, besides, without approxi-
mations used in Ref.[79].
We use ; !;  and nucleon couplings for the meson-nucleon coupling. The notation of
our dimension six operators corresponds to
G2(m~q;m~q0)
3m2~g
= f1(m~q;m~q0);
G1(m~q;m~q0)
3m2~g
= f2(m~q;m~q0); (4.4.41)
in Ref.[79], where we neglect avor mixings and squark left-right mixings (A-terms). On the
other hand, coecient of q-q-G vertex is written by
C(m2~q=m
2
~g)
m2~q
=
43m6~g   144m4~gm2~q + 153m2~gm4~q   6
 
2m6~g   9m2~gm4~q + 6m6~q

log

m2~g
m2~q

  52m6~q
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 
m2~g  m2~q
4
(4.4.42)
in a massless approximation of u- and d-quarks. By using above equations, we calculate
bounds from the SM as
(i) jCp() + Cb ()j < jCSEW()j;
(ii) jCp(!) + Cb+(!)j < jCSEW(!)j;
(iii) jCp() + Cb+()j < jCSEW()j;
which are shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. C(), C(!), and C() are parity violating eects
(coupling) from -, !-, and -nucleon interactions, respectively. Indices p and b stand for
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penguin and box diagram contributions, respectively. Index SEW means an eect from the
SM electroweak interactions [79] as jCSEW()j = 8:5  10 7; jCSEW(!)j = 4:5  10 6, and
jCSEW()j = 6:2 10 7. The factor c(m~q) is dened by c(m~q)  C(m2~q=m2~g)=m2~q, and then
Cp() =
4
3
2s
12


c(m~uR)  c(m~uL)  c(m ~dR) + c(m ~dL)

; (4.4.43)
Cp(!) =
1
3
2s
24


c(m~uR)  c(m~uL) + c(m ~dR)  c(m ~dL)

; (4.4.44)
Cp() =
2
3
2s
24


c(m~uR)  c(m~uL) + c(m ~dR)  c(m ~dL)

; (4.4.45)
Cb () =  
2s
27


f1(m~uL ;m ~dR)  f1(m~uR ;m ~dL)  f2(m~uL ;m ~dR) + f2(m~uR ;m ~dL)

; (4.4.46)
Cb+(!) =  
32s
48

2
9
+
8
27



2f1(m~uL ;m ~dL)  2f1(m~uR ;m ~dR)  f2(m~uL ;m ~dL) + 2f2(m~uR ;m ~dR)
  f1(m ~dL ;m ~dL)  f1(m ~dR ;m ~dR)  f1(m~uL ;m~uL)  f1(m~uR ;m~uR)
+f2(m ~dL ;m ~dL) + f2(m ~dR ;m ~dR) + f2(m~uL ;m~uL) + f2(m~uR ;m~uR)

; (4.4.47)
Cb+() =  
2s
48
32
27


2f1(m~uL ;m ~dL)  2f1(m~uR ;m ~dR)  f2(m~uL ;m ~dL) + 2f2(m~uR ;m ~dR)
  f1(m ~dL ;m ~dL)  f1(m ~dR ;m ~dR)  f1(m~uL ;m~uL)  f1(m~uR ;m~uR)
+f2(m ~dL ;m ~dL) + f2(m ~dR ;m ~dR) + f2(m~uL ;m~uL) + f2(m~uR ;m~uR)

; (4.4.48)
where we take   p10.
In Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, we take sample points which are not excluded by experiment[55].
Under m~g = 1400 GeV, m~uR = 2000 GeV, m~uL = 2500 GeV, and m ~dR = 2100 GeV,
we change a value of (m2~dL
  m2~dR)=m
2
~g from 1.2 for the consistent with the experimental
data. Unfortunately, in this parameter space, ~u and ~d are too heavy to obtain bounds for
degeneracies between m~uL and m~uR , or, m ~dL and m ~dR . On the other hand, when gluino
and squarks degenerate within 30 GeV, -, !-, and -nucleon couplings are shown in 4.10,
4.11, and 4.12, respectively. The magnitude of (m2~dL
 m2~dR)=m
2
~g is varied from 7.1 for the
consistency with the LHC data. In this parameter space, ~u and ~d are again too heavy to
obtain the bounds. The branching ratio is small because SUSY eects always have a loop
factor, and it is the reason why there are the asymptotic values in Figs. 712.
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Figure 4.7:    N coupling (jCp() + Cb ()j <
jCSEW()j) with m~g = 1400 GeV, m~uR =
2000 GeV, m ~dR = 2100 GeV, andm~uL = 2500 GeV.
The magnitude closes in 4:0  10 9 as (m2~dL  
m2~dR
)=m2~g !1.
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Figure 4.8: !   N coupling (jCp(!) + Cb+(!)j <
jCSEW(!)j) with m~g = 1400 GeV, m~uR =
2000 GeV, m ~dR = 2100 GeV, andm~uL = 2500 GeV.
The magnitude closes in 1:1  10 9 as (m2~dL  
m2~dR
)=m2~g !1.
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Figure 4.9:    N coupling (jCp() + Cb+()j <
jCSEW()j) withm~g = 1400 GeV,m~uR = 2000 GeV,
m ~dR = 2100 GeV, and m~uL = 2500 GeV. The mag-
nitude closes in 2:310 9 as (m2~dL m
2
~dR
)=m2~g !1.
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Figure 4.10:   N coupling (jCp() + Cb ()j <
jCSEW()j) with m~g = 850 GeV, m~uR = 860 GeV,
m ~dR = 870 GeV, and m~uL = 2500 GeV. The mag-
nitude closes in 7:410 9 as (m2~dL m
2
~dR
)=m2~g !1.
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Figure 4.11: !  N coupling (jCp(!) + Cb+(!)j <
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Figure 4.12:    N coupling (jCp() + Cb+()j <
jCSEW()j) with m~g = 850 GeV, m~uR = 860 GeV,
m ~dR = 870 GeV, and m~uL = 2500 GeV. The mag-
nitude closes in 2:310 9 as (m2~dL m
2
~dR
)=m2~g !1.
4.5 Comments on bounds for other sfermions
Let us comment on the bounds for left-right non-degeneracies of other sfermions. As for
~b, a total decay width of each bound state of b b-meson has not experimentally measured
yet. If we can know the width, the b b-meson system can be analyzed, and a bound for a
non-degeneracy between m~bL and m~bR can be calculated just as the bound between m~cL and
m~cR was calculated from the charmonium. We will calculate the bounds by just replacing
c ! b (b: 0 +) and c0 ! b0 (b0: 0++). We hope our method is useful to give a bound
between m~bL and m~bR from a future experiments of B-physics.
As for ~s, it is dicult to estimate the bound from the same method in section 6.1. The
reason is as follows. If we include a mixing between d- and s-quarks through the Cabbibo
angle, this eect is too small to induce the bound between m~sL and m~sR because Figs. 4.7,
4.8, and 4.9 can not give bounds for ~u; ~d, too. On the other hand, if we take s-quark as a
heavy quark and calculate a quarkonium in NRQCD as c-quark, we might have bounds of
~s for left-right non-degeneracy from parity violating decay mode of (548). Here, (548) is
0 + which might have a mixing with f0(600) (0++), if parity violation exists. The decay
mode of f0(600) is dominated by 2. Thus, the parity violation induces (548)! , whose
experimental bounds are given by
Br( ! + ) < 1:3 10 5; Br( ! 20) < 3:5 10 4: (4.5.49)
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However, these state are not composed only by s-quarks but also u-, d-quarks, so that a
valid estimation is dicult. Also we should remind that mass of s-quark is about ten times
smaller than that of c-quark which is too light to be treated in the NRQCD.
Finally, we comment on sleptons. Lepton avor violation (LFV) experiments require
stringent bounds of non-degeneracy among slepton avors (generations). However, the LFV
is suppressed when slepton masses are heavy enough even if their left- and right-handed
slepton masses are not degenerate. That is, the left-right degeneracy is not required when
sleptons are heavy enough. This situation is the same for squark sector as above (and also
shown in K0   K0 system, where left-right degeneracy is not required with enough heavy
squarks).
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Chapter 5
Summary and discussion
The SUSY SM undergoes parity violation in QCD through chiral quark-squark-gluino inter-
actions with non-degenerate masses between left-handed and right-handed squarks. In this
thesis, we have studied parity violation in QCD process via SUSY.
In chapter 3, we have investigated parity violation in QCD process by focusing on helicity
dependent top quark pair productions at the LHC experiment. Though no violation can be
found in the SM, new physics beyond the SM predicts the violation in general. In order
to evaluate the violation, we have utilized an eective operator analysis in a case that new
particles predicted by the new physics are too heavy to be directly detected. By this method,
we have tried to discriminate SUSY SM model from UED model via helicity asymmetry
measurement of the top quark pair production. As our results, parity violation originated
from SUSY induces larger helicity asymmetry than UED case. We have found that there is
a possibility to discriminate SUSY from UED, and we have also estimated the asymmetries
from the SMEW background and the LH model, where they are the same order and could
be observable in the specic phase space. However, the SM QCD background is large, and
the signal of the helicity asymmetry becomes tiny in our search (with specic parameters).
In spite of the tiny signals of tt asymmetry in the SUSY and UED, there are still possibilities
of the discrimination to succeed, i.e., we take the analyses of order sy
2
t in the small tan
region, and investigate without use of the eective operators in the specic phase space. For
example, top Yukawa contribution is coming from tR-~bL-~
 interaction. On the other hand,
tL couples to ~bR and ~
 with bottom Yukawa coupling. Thus, in the small tan region, the
parity violation is expected to be large due to large top Yukawa contribution. In this case,
if the SUSY cross section is enhanced as  10 2 pb at the high mtt and pT region with the
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specic phase space, ASUSYLR could be large enough as 0:05. Then, ALR can be observed
when the statistic error is of oder 0.01. We need 104 events of top pair production for this
statistic error, and an integrated luminosity is roughly estimated as 102 fb 1. Therefore, the
sizable asymmetry can be observed with specic parameters at the LHC.
In chapter 4, we have studied parity non-conserving quarkonium decay. First of all, we
have established the methods of analysis to estimate this bound for each squark. Second, we
have investigated the non-degeneracy bound betweenm~cL andm~cR from experimental data of
charmonium decay by use of NRQCD. Third, we evaluated the non-degeneracy bounds for ~u
and ~d from nucleon-meson scattering data, and commented on other squarks. Unfortunately,
our results are below current experimental data, and can not obtain the left-right degeneracy
bounds for squark masses. However, it is expected that our method is useful for obtaining
bounds from future experimental data and research of an origin of parity violation.
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Appendix A
Notations and helicity amplitude
A.1 Notations
The notation of this thesis is shown for convenience.
 Pauli matrix:
1 =

1
1

; 2 =
  i
i

; 3 =

1
 1

: (A.1.1)
  matrix (chiral rep.):
0 =

1
1

; i =
  i
i

; 5 =

1
 1

(A.1.2)
  matrix (standard rep.):
0 =

1
 1

; i =

i
 i

; 5 =

1
1

; (A.1.3)
where chiral = U

standardU
y, and U is dened by
U =
1p
2

1 1
1  1

: (A.1.4)
Chiral projection is given by
PR =
1 + 5
2
; PL =
1  5
2
: (A.1.5)
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A.2 Fierz transformation and color factor
Here let us summarize some formulas which are useful for calculations. Fierz transformation
of -matrix in Eq.(3.1.20) shows
(Cy)ik(CT )lj =  1
2
()ji()lk   1
2
(5)ji(
5)lk; (A.2.6)
(Cy)ik(CT )lj =
1
4
()ji()lk   1
4
(5)ji(
5)lk: (A.2.7)
We should notice that scalar nor pseudo-scalar components do not appear by the Fierz
transformation, since spinor components, (i; j; k; l), always have the same chirality in each
set of (i; j) and (k; l).
The color factor becomes

2
b
jn


2
a
ni


2
b
lm


2
a
mk
=
2
9
lkjk   1
3


2
a
lk


2
a
jk
; (A.2.8)
from Fierz transformation of spinors. Next formulas are useful for the second term of
Eq.(3.1.18), whose spinor and color factor are dierent from those of the rst term. The
spinor is given by
()li()jk =  1
2
()ji()lk +
1
2
(5)ji(
5)lk; (A.2.9)
lijk =
1
4
()ji()lk +
1
4
(5)ji(
5)lk; (A.2.10)
and the color factor becomes

2
b
jn


2
a
ni


2
a
lm


2
b
mk
=
2
9
lkjk +
7
6


2
a
lk


2
a
jk
; (A.2.11)
while A;B are the same as the rst term.
A.3 Helicity eigenstate
Plane wave solutions of Dirac Eq. satisfy
(/p m)u(~p; s) = 0; (/p+m)v(~p; s) = 0; (A.3.12)
where u(v) has positive (negative) energy, and s is eigenvalue of helicity operator   ~p=j~pj 
  n. The solution u can be decomposed to 2-component spinors  and  such as
u(~p; s) = N

(~p; s)
(~p; s)

; (A.3.13)
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where N is normalization factor. In the standard representation, we obtain following rela-
tions,
 =
j~pj
E  m(~  ~n) ;  =
j~pj
E +m
(~  ~n) ; (A.3.14)
and N is determined by the normalization of u(~p; s)u(~p; s0) = 2mss0 as N =
p
E +m. Thus
the solution u can be written by
u(~p; s) =
 p
E +m (~p; s)p
E  m (  ~n) (~p; s)

: (A.3.15)
When we take (~p; s) as helicity eigenstate, it is given by
(~p; s) =
1
2

(1 + s) cos 
2
  (1  s)eis sin 
2
(1  s) cos 
2
+ (1 + s)eis sin 
2

 (s); (~  ~n) (s) = s (s);(A.3.16)
where s = 1, and  and  are polar and azimuthal angles of ~p. Negative energy solution is
given by v = CuT , where C = i20. Then we obtain
v(~p; s) =
  spE  m (s)0p
E +m (s)
0

; (A.3.17)
where (s)
0   i2(s) which satises (~  ~n) (s)0 =  s (s)0 . Helicity amplitude can be
calculated by using (A.3.15), (A.3.16), and (A.3.17).
In the rest of this section, we show the relation between helicity and chirality. The
solution in the standard representation, ust:, is related to that in the chiral representation,
uch:, by the unitary matrix U . Thus we obtain
uch: =

uR
uL

= U ust:  Ep
2
0BB@
h
(1 + s) +
m
2E
(1  s)
i
(s)
h
(1  s) + m
2E
(1 + s)
i
(s)
1CCA (A.3.18)
in high energy limit, E  m, and we nd that uR (uL) almost comes from (s=+1) ((s= 1)).
The same relation for v is obtained by

vR
vL

 Ep
2
0BB@
h
(1  s) + m
2E
(1 + s)
i
(s)
0
 
h
(1 + s) +
m
2E
(1  s)
i
(s)
0
1CCA ; (A.3.19)
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and we nd that vR (vL) almost comes from 
(s= 1)0 ((s=+1)
0
), which correspondence is
opposite from the case of u. Note that the relation between helicity and chirality of u (v)
is the same as that of u (v). Thus an amplitude for each helicities, for example, s-channel
gluon exchange
iMs1s2s3s4 =  g2s [u(~p1; s1)T av(~p2; s2)]
 ig
s
[v(~p3; s3)
T au(~p4; s4)] (A.3.20)
can be obtained by the helicity eigenstates. Various techniques are shown in Refs. [89, 90,
91, 92, 93, 94].
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Appendix B
Dimension six operators and Wilson
coecients
B.1 Explicit Coecients of dimension six operators
We dene the following functions to write coecients in terms of linear combinations of
them,
 (a; b;m; n)
Z 1
0
dx
xn
(x (a2   b2) + b2)m ;
 (a; b; c;m; n; l)
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
x
dy
xnyl
(x (c2   b2) + y (b2   a2) + a2)m ;
 (a; b; c;m; n; l; r)
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
x
dy
Z 1
y
dz
xnylzr
(x (c2   a2) + y (a2   c2) + z (c2   b2) + b2)m ;
 (a; b; c;m; n; l; r)
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
x
dy
Z 1
y
dz
xnylzr
(x (c2   a2) + z (a2   b2) + b2)m : (B.1.1)
B.1.1 SUSY
In SUSY SM, dimension six operators are written as follows,Z
d4xO(1)4F (x) =
12g4s
1922
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2   k3 + k4)X
i;j=L;R
Cij (q(k1)
Piq(k2)) (q
0(k3)Pjq0(k4)) ; (B.1.2)
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Z
d4xO(8)4F (x) =
12g4s
1922
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2   k3 + k4)X
i;j=L;R
Dij (qT
aPiq) (q
0T aPjq0) ; (B.1.3)Z
d4xOqqG(x) = g
3
s
962
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3)q(k2)T aEL;RGa(k3)PL;Rq(k1);
(B.1.4)Z
d4xOqqGG(x) = g
4
s
1922
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)
q(k1)

F L;R
ab +HL;RT
aT b

Ga(k2)G
b
(k3)PL;Rq(k4); (B.1.5)
where Ei ; F

i ; H

i ; (i = L; R) are
Ei = fe1i/k1 + e2i/k2gk1 + fe1i/k2 + e2i/k1gk2
+ fe3i(k21 + k22)  e4ik1  k2g   e5ii5k1k2; (B.1.6)
F i = f1ii
5 + f2ig
 + f3ig
 + f4ig
; (B.1.7)
Hi = h1ii
5 + h2ig
 + h3ig
 + h4ig
: (B.1.8)
Coecients in O4F
The coecients of 4-Fermi operator are given as
CSUSYLL =
2
9
[f1(m~qL ;m~q0L) + f2(m~qL ;m~q0L)]; (B.1.9)
CSUSYRR =
2
9
[f1(m~qR ;m~q0R) + f2(m~qR ;m~q0R)]; (B.1.10)
CSUSYLR =  
2
9
[f1(m~qR ;m~q0L)  f2(m~qL ;m~q0R)]; (B.1.11)
CSUSYRL =  
2
9
[f1(m~qL ;m~q0R) + f2(m~qL ;m~q0R)]; (B.1.12)
DSUSYLL =  
1
3
f1(m~qL ;m~q0L) 
7
6
f2(m~qL ;m~q0L); (B.1.13)
DSUSYRR =  
1
3
f1(m~qR ;m~q0R) 
7
6
f2(m~qR ;m~q0R); (B.1.14)
DSUSYLR =  
7
6
f1(m~qL ;m~q0R) 
1
3
f2(m~qL ;m~q0R); (B.1.15)
DSUSYRL =  
7
6
f2(m~qR ;m~q0L) 
1
3
f1(m~qR ;m~q0L); (B.1.16)
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where f1 and f2 are given by
f1(m~q;m~q0) =  (m~q0 ;m~q;m~g; 1; 1; 0); (B.1.17)
f2(m~q;m~q0) = m
2
~g (m~q0 ;m~q;m~g; 2; 1; 0): (B.1.18)
Coecients in OqqG
The coecients of q-q-G operator are given as
EL  E(m~q = m~qL); (B.1.19)
= fe1(m~qL)/k1 + e2(m~qL)/k2gk1 + fe1(m~qL)/k2 + e2(m~qL)/k1gk2
+ fe3(m~qL)(k21 + k22)  e4(m~qL)k1  k2g   e5(m~qL)i5k1k2; (B.1.20)
ER = E
(m~qR); (B.1.21)
e1(m~q)
=
107m6~g   495m4~gm2~q + 477m2~gm4~q   89m6~q   6(m6~g + 3m4~gm2~q   54m2~gm4~q + 18m6~q) log(m2~g=m2~q)
18(m2~g  m2~q)4
;
(B.1.22)
e2(m~q)
=
 203m6~g + 351m4~gm2~q   189m2~gm4~q + 41m6~q + 6(m6~g + 51m4~gm2~q   54m2~gm4~q + 18m6~q) log(m2~g=m2~q)
18(m2~g  m2~q)4
;
(B.1.23)
e3(m~q) = e2(m~q); (B.1.24)
e4(m~q)
=
 155m6~g + 423m4~gm2~q   333m2~gm4~q + 65m6~q + 6(m6~g + 27m4~gm2~q   54m2~gm4~q + 18m6~q) log(m2~g=m2~q)
9(m2~g  m2~q)4
;
(B.1.25)
e5(m~q) =
9(m4~g  m4~q   2m2~gm2~q log(m2~g=m2~q))
(m2~g  m2~q)3
: (B.1.26)
Coecients in OqqGG
The coecients of q-q-G-G operator are given as
F  =f1i
5 + f2g
 + f3g
 + f4g
; (B.1.27)
H =h1i
5 + h2g
 + h3g
 + h4g
; (B.1.28)
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f1 =

1
2
S0   2(P0 +Q0)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.29)
f2 =

 3K + 1
2
R3 +
1
2
S1 + 2(P1 +Q1)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.30)
f3 =

1
2
R2 +
1
2
S2 + 2(P3 +Q3)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.31)
f4 =

1
2
R1 +
1
2
S3 + 2(P2 +Q2)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.32)
h1 = [12(P0 +Q0)] (ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.33)
h2 =

2K   1
3
R3 + 12(P1 +Q1)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.34)
h3 =

 1
3
R2 + 12(P3 +Q3)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi); (B.1.35)
h4 =

 1
3
R1 + 12(P2 +Q2)

(ma = m~g;mb = m~qi):; (B.1.36)
where K(ma;mb); P (ma;mb); Q(ma;mb); R(ma;mb); S(ma;mb) are written in terms of a lin-
ear combination of the momentums;
K = a1k1 + a2k4; (B.1.37)
P0 = (i11 + i12 + i13)k1 + (i21 + i22 + i23)k2 + (i31 + i32 + i33)k4; (B.1.38)
P1 = (i11 + i12   i13)k1 + (i21 + i22   i23)k2 + (i31 + i32   i33)k4; (B.1.39)
P2 = (i11   i12 + i13)k1 + (i21   i22 + i23)k2 + (i31   i32 + i33)k4; (B.1.40)
P3 = ( i11 + i12 + i13)k1 + ( i21 + i22 + i23)k2 + ( i31 + i32 + i33)k4; (B.1.41)
Q0 = (j11   j12 + j13)k1 + (j21   j22 + j23)k2 + (j31   j32 + j33)k4; (B.1.42)
Q1 = Q0; (B.1.43)
Q2 = ( j11 + j12 + j13)k1 + ( j21 + j22 + j23)k2 + ( j31 + j32 + j33)k4; (B.1.44)
Q3 = (j11 + j12   j13)k1 + (j21 + j22   j23)k2 + (j31 + j32   j33)k4; (B.1.45)
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R1 = b11k1 + b21k2 + b31k4; (B.1.46)
R2 = b12k1 + b22k2 + b32k4; (B.1.47)
R3 = b13k1 + b23k2 + b33k4; (B.1.48)
S0 = ( f12 + f13)k1 + ( f22 + f23)k2 + ( f32 + f33)k4; (B.1.49)
S1 = (f12 + f13)k1 + (f22 + f23)k2 + (f32 + f33)k4; (B.1.50)
S2 = S1; (B.1.51)
S3 = (h1   2f11   f12   f13)k1 + (h2   2f21   f22   f23)k2
+ (h3   2f31   f32   f33)k4: (B.1.52)
These coecients, a1; a2;    , are given in terms of Feynman parameter integral as
a1(ma;mb)= a1(ma;mb) = a2(ma;mb)
=   (ma;mb; 1; 2) + 2 (ma;mb; 1; 1)   (ma;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.53)
i11(ma;mb) =  2i21(ma;mb) =  2i22(ma;mb) = 2i32(ma;mb) = 2i33(ma;mb)
=  2(ma;mb; 1; 3); (B.1.54)
i12(ma;mb) = i13(ma;mb)
=  2(ma;mb; 1; 3) + 3(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.55)
i23(ma;mb) =  i31(ma;mb)
= (ma;mb; 1; 3)  3(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.56)
j11(ma;mb) = j12(ma;mb)
=  2m2a(ma;mb; 2; 3) + 3m2a(ma;mb; 2; 2) (B.1.57)
j13(ma;mb) = 2j21(ma;mb) = 2j23(ma;mb) =  2j31(ma;mb) =  2j32(ma;mb)
= 2m2a(ma;mb; 2; 3); (B.1.58)
j22(ma;mb) =  j33(ma;mb)
= m2a(ma;mb; 2; 3)  3m2a(ma;mb; 2; 2); (B.1.59)
b11(ma;mb) = 2b12(ma;mb) = b13(ma;mb) =  2b21(ma;mb) =  2b22(ma;mb) =  2b23(ma;mb)
=  2b31(ma;mb) = 2b32(ma;mb) = 2b33(ma;mb)
= 8(ma;mb; 1; 3)  9(ma;mb; 1; 2) + 6(ma;mb; 1; 1)  (ma;mb; 1; 0);
(B.1.60)
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f11(ma;mb)=  6 (ma;mb; 1; 3) + 6 (ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.61)
f12(ma;mb)= f13(ma;mb) = f22(ma;mb)
= 12 (ma;mb; 1; 1)  12 (ma;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.62)
f23(ma;mb)= 12 (ma;mb; 1; 3) + 6 (ma;mb; 1; 2)  6 (ma;mb; 1; 1);
f31(ma;mb)=  12 (ma;mb; 1; 3) + 6 (ma;mb; 1; 2) + 6 (ma;mb; 1; 1); (B.1.63)
f32(ma;mb)= f33(ma;mb)
= 3 (ma;mb; 1; 4) + 4 (ma;mb; 1; 3)   (ma;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.64)
h1(ma;mb) m2a (ma;mb; 2; 4)  2m2a (ma;mb; 2; 3) + 4m2a (ma;mb; 2; 1) m2a (ma;mb; 2; 0);
(B.1.65)
h3(ma;mb) =  12m2a(ma;mb; 2; 3) + 6m2a(ma;mb; 2; 2) + 6m2a(ma;mb; 2; 1); (B.1.66)
and other coecients are zero.
B.1.2 UED
Let us show the dimension six operators of QCD in UED.
Coecients in O4F
When (qq)(q0q0) chirality is (LL)(LL) or (RR)(RR), 4-Fermi operator is
O4F (x) = g
4
s
1922

f1(q
q)(q0q0) + f2

q

2
a
q

q0

2
a
q0

; (B.1.67)
and the coecients f1; f2 are
f1L =
4

m4g + 4m
2
gm
2
L log

mL
mg

 m4L

 
m2g  m2L
3 ; (B.1.68)
f1R =
4

m4g + 4m
2
gm
2
R log

mR
mg

 m4R

 
m2g  m2R
3 ; (B.1.69)
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f2L =
1 
m2g  m25

(m5  mL)2(m5 +mL)2(mg  mL)2(mg +mL)2
18m2L

m2g

m45 log

m2L
m2g

 m4L log

m2g
m2L

+m25
 
m4g +m
4
L

log

m25
m2L

+ 2m25m
2
gm
2
L log

m2g
m25

+(m25  m2g)(m25  m2L)(m2g  m2L)

+
7

 m45 + 2m25m2L log

m25
m2L

+m4L

2 (m25  m2L)3
+
30

 m4g + 2m2gm2L log

m2g
m2L

+m4L

 
m2g  m2L
3
35 ; (B.1.70)
f2R =
1 
m2g  m25

(m5  mR)2(m5 +mR)2(mg  mR)2(mg +mR)2
18m2R

m2g

m45 log

m2R
m2g

 m4R log

m2g
m2R

+m25
 
m4g +m
4
R

log

m25
m2R

+ 2m25m
2
gm
2
R log

m2g
m25

+(m25  m2g)(m25  m2R)(m2g  m2R)

+
7

 m45 + 2m25m2R log

m25
m2R

+m4R

2 (m25  m2R)3
+
30

 m4g + 2m2gm2R log

m2g
m2R

+m4R

 
m2g  m2R
3
35 : (B.1.71)
When (uu)(tt) chirality is (LL)(RR) or (RR)(LL), 4-Fermi operator is
O4F (x) = g
4
s
1922

f3(q
q)(q0q0) + f4

q

2
a
q

q0

2
a
q0

; (B.1.72)
and the coecients f3; f4 are
f3(mq;mq0) =   1 
m2g  m2q
2  
m2g  m2q0
2  
m2q  m2q0
h
8

2m2gm
4
q0
 
m2g   2m2q

log(mg)  2m4q0
 
m2g  m2q
2
log(mq0)
+m2g(m
2
g  m2q)(m2g  m2q0)(m2q  m2q0)
+2m4q

m4g log

mq
mg

+ 2m2gm
2
q0 log

mg
mq

+m4q0 log(mq)

; (B.1.73)
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f4(mq;mq0) =
9
2
 
m25  m2q
  
m25  m2q0
  
m2q  m2q0
  
m25  m2q
   m4g + 4m4g log(mg) +m4q0   4m4q0 log(mq0)
m2g  m2q0
 
 
m25  m2q0
   m4g + 4m4g log(mg) +m4q   4m4q log(mq)
m2g  m2q
+
 
m2q  m2q0
   m45 + 4m45 log(m5) +m4g   4m4g log(mg)
m25  m2g
!
+
9
2
 
m25  m2q
2  
m25  m2q0
2  
m2q0  m2q
h
2m25m
4
q0
 
m25   2m2q

log(m5)  2m4q0
 
m25  m2q
2
log(mq0)
+m25(m
2
5  m2q)(m25  m2q0)(m2q  m2q0)
+2m4q

m45 log

mq
m5

+ 2m25m
2
q0 log

m5
mq

+m4q0 log(mq)

  30 
m2g  m2q
2  
m2g  m2q0
2  
m2q  m2q0
h
2m2gm
4
q0
 
m2g   2m2q

log(mg)  2m4q0
 
m2g  m2q
2
log(mq0)
+m2g(m
2
g  m2q)(m2g  m2q0)(m2q  m2q0)
+2m4q

m4g log

mq
mg

+ 2m2gm
2
q0 log

mg
mq

+m4q0 log(mq)

; (B.1.74)
where mq;mq0 are mL or mR (mq; 6= mq0).
Coecients in OqqG
q-q-G operator in UED takes the form asZ
d4xOqqG(x) =   g
3
s
1922
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3)q(k1)CG(k3)q(k2);
(B.1.75)
C  c1i5 + c2g + c3g + c4g; (B.1.76)
c1  c11k1k2; (B.1.77)
c2  c21k1k1 + c22k1k2 + c23k2k1 + c24k2k2; (B.1.78)
c3  c31k1k1 + c32k1k2 + c33k2k1 + c34k2k2; (B.1.79)
c4  c41k1k1 + c42k1k2 + c43k2k2: (B.1.80)
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The coecients are given as
c11 = 6
m4g   4m2gm2q log

mg
mq

 m4q 
m2g  m2q
3 ; (B.1.81)
c21 = 6
5m6g   27m4gm2q + 27m2gm4q + 12m4g
 
m2g   3m2q

log

mq
mg

  5m6q
18
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.82)
c22 = 6
7m6g   27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   6m4gm2q + 6m2gm4q

log

mg
mq

+ 20m6q
18
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.83)
c23 = 6
12m6g log

mg
mq

  11m6g + 18m4gm2q   9m2gm4q + 2m6q
18
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.84)
c24 = 6
12m6g log

mq
mg

+ 11m6g   18m4gm2q + 9m2gm4q   2m6q
18
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.85)
c31 =
1
3
0@5m6g   27m4gm2q + 27m2gm4q + 12  m6g   3m4gm2q log

mq
mg

  5m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
 
6

2m65   9m45m2q + 18m25m4q + 12m6q log

mq
m5

  11m6q

 
m25  m2q
4
1A ; (B.1.86)
c32 =
1
3
0@3

7m65   36m45m2q + 45m25m4q + 12
 
3m25m
4
q   2m6q

log

m5
mq

  16m6q

 
m25  m2q
4
+
7m6g   27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   6m4gm2q + 6m2gm4q

log

mg
mq

+ 20m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
1A ; (B.1.87)
c33 =
1
3
0@12m6g log

mg
mq

  11m6g + 18m4gm2q   9m2gm4q + 2m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
 
3

2m65   9m45m2q + 18m25m4q + 12m6q log

mq
m5

  11m6q

 
m25  m2q
4
1A ; (B.1.88)
c34 =
1
3
0@12m6g log

mq
mg

+ 11m6g   18m4gm2q + 9m2gm4q   2m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
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 
3

 5m65 + 27m45m2q   27m25m4q + 12m4q
 
m2q   3m25

log

m5
mq

+ 5m6q

 
m25  m2q
4
1A ; (B.1.89)
c41 =
18mgmq 
m2g  m25
3
(m5  mq)(m5 +mq)(mg  mq)3(mg +mq)3h
4m2gm
2
q
 
m25  m2g
3
log(mq) + 4m
2
5m
2
g log(m5)
 
m2g  m2q
3
+ (m25  m2q)
 
(m25  m2g)(m2g  m2q)
 
m25
 
m2g +m
2
q
  3m4g +m2gm2q
 4m2g log(mg)
  3m25m2gm2q +m25m2q  m25 +m2q+m6g
+
5m65   27m45m2q + 27m25m4q   12m4q
 
m2q   3m25

log

m5
mq

  5m6q
2
 
m25  m2q
4
+
5

 5m6g + 27m4gm2q   27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   3m4gm2q

log

mg
mq

+ 5m6q

3
 
m2g  m2q
4
 
5m6g   27m4gm2q + 27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   3m4gm2q

log

mq
mg

  5m6q
3
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.90)
c42 =
1
3
 
  108mgmq 
m2g  m25
3
(m5  mq)2(m5 +mq)2(mg  mq)2(mg +mq)2h
 2m4q
 
m25  m2g
3
log(mq) +
 
m2q  m25
  
(m25  m2g)(m2g  m2q)
 
2m25m
2
g  m2q
 
m25 +m
2
g

+2m2g(m5  mq)(m5 +mq) log(mg)
 
m25
 
m2g   2m2q

+m4g

+2m25 log(m5)
 
m2g  m2q
2  
m45 +m
2
5m
2
g   2m2gm2q
i
+
3

 2m65 + 9m45m2q   18m25m4q + 12m6q log

m5
mq

+ 11m6q

 
m25  m2q
4
+
 12m6g log

mg
mq

+ 11m6g   18m4gm2q + 9m2gm4q   2m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
 
7m6g   27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   6m4gm2q + 6m2gm4q

log

mg
mq

+ 20m6q 
m2g  m2q
4
+
10

12m6g log

mq
mg

+ 11m6g   18m4gm2q + 9m2gm4q   2m6q

 
m2g  m2q
4
1A ; (B.1.91)
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c43 =   18mgmq 
m2g  m25
3
(m5  mq)3(m5 +mq)3(mg  mq)(mg +mq)
4m25

m2q
 
m2g  m25
3
log(mq) +m
2
g
 
m25  m2q
3
log(mg)
+ log(m5)(m
2
q  m2g)
 
m65   3m25m2gm2q +m2gm2q
 
m2g +m
2
q

+(m25  m2g)(m25  m2q)(m2g  m2q)
 
3m45  m25
 
m2g +m
2
q
 m2gm2q
+
5m65   27m45m2q + 27m25m4q   12m4q
 
m2q   3m25

log

m5
mq

  5m6q
2
 
m25  m2q
4
+
5

 5m6g + 27m4gm2q   27m2gm4q + 12
 
m6g   3m4gm2q

log

mg
mq

+ 5m6q

3
 
m2g  m2q
4
+
 12m6g log

mq
mg

  11m6g + 18m4gm2q   9m2gm4q + 2m6q
3
 
m2g  m2q
4 ; (B.1.92)
Coecients in OqqGG
The q-q-G-G operator is written asZ
d4xOqqGG(x) = g
4
s
1922
Z
d4k1
(2)4
d4k2
(2)4
d4k3
(2)4
d4k4
(2)4
(2)44( k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)
q(k1)

F L;R
ab +HL;RT
aT b

Ga(k2)G
b
(k3)PL;Rq(k4); (B.1.93)
where Ei ; F

i ; H

i ; (i = L; R) are
F i = f1ii
5 + f2ig
 + f3ig
 + f4ig
; (B.1.94)
Hi = h1ii
5 + h2ig
 + h3ig
 + h4ig
: (B.1.95)
The coecients of color singlet part, F i , are given as
f1 = f3[g1(mg;mq) + g4(mg;mq) + g7(mg;mq)] + h1(mg;mq)  h4(mg;mq)  h7(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq) + h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i1(mg;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5) + 2s1(mg;mq)]
+
1
2
[ s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k1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+ f3[g2(mg;mq) + g5(mg;mq) + g8(mg;mq)] + h2(mg;mq)  h5(mg;mq)  h8(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq) + h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i2(mg;mq) + 2j2(mg;mq;m5)  2s1(mg;mq) + n1(mg;mq) + 2n11(mg;mq)]
 1
2
[ s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k3
+ f3[g3(mg;mq) + g6(mg;mq) + g9(mg;mq)] + h3(mg;mq)  h6(mg;mq)  h9(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq)  h3(m5;mq) + h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i3(mg;mq) + 2j3(mg;mq;m5)  2s1(mg;mq)
 1
2
[ s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k4; (B.1.96)
f2 = f 3g1(mg;mq) + 3g4(mg;mq) + 2g7(mg;mq) + h1(mg;mq)  h4(mg;mq)  h7(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g1(m5;mq)  g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq) + h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i4(mg;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)  2j1(m5;mq;mg)]
  3[e1(mg;mq;m5)  e1(m5;mq;mg)]
+
1
4
[n2(mg;mq) + 2n12(mg;mq) + l1(mq;m5)  2s2(mg;mq)]
+
1
2
[r1(mg;mq;m5) + r10(mg;mq;m5)  s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k1
+ f 3g2(mg;mq) + 3g5(mg;mq) + 2g8(mg;mq) + h2(mg;mq)  h5(mg;mq)  h8(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g2(m5;mq)  g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq) + h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i5(m5;mq)  2j2(mg;mq;m5)  2j2(m5;mq;mg)
+ n3(mg;mq) + 2n13(mg;mq) + l2(mq;m5)  2s3(mg;mq)]
 1
2
[ r2(mg;mq;m5)  r11(mg;mq;m5)  s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k3
+ f 3g3(mg;mq) + 3g6(mg;mq) + 2g9(mg;mq) + h3(mg;mq)  h6(mg;mq)  h9(mg;mq)
  1
2
[g3(m5;mq)  g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq)  h3(m5;mq) + h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i6(m5;mq)  2j3(mg;mq;m5)  2j3(m5;mq;mg)
  3[e2(mg;mq;m5)  e2(m5;mq;mg)]
+
1
4
[n4(mg;mq) + 2n14(mg;mq) + l3(mq;m5)  2s4(mg;mq)]
 1
2
[ r3(mg;mq;m5)  r12(mg;mq;m5)  s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]

k4;
(B.1.97)
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f3 =

1
4
[g1(mg;mq) + 4g4(mg;mq)  8g7(mg;mq) + 4(h1(mg;mq) + h4(mg;mq) + h7(mg;mq))]
  1
2
[g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq)  g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq)  h4(m5;mq) + h7(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
(i7(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5))  3e1(mg;mq;m5)
+
1
4
(n5(mg;mq) + 2n12(mg;mq)) +
1
4
[l4(mq;m5)  2s2(mg;mq)]
  1
2
[ t1(mg;mq;m5)  r4(mg;mq;m5)  r13(mg;mq;m5)
+s9(mg;mq;m5)  s13(mg;mq;m5)]g k1
+

1
4
[g2(mg;mq) + 4g5(mg;mq)  8g8(mg;mq) + 4(h2(mg;mq) + h5(mg;mq) + h8(mg;mq))]
  1
2
[g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq)  g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq)  h5(m5;mq) + h8(m5;mq)]
+
1
4
[i8(m5;mq) + 2j2(mg;mq;m5) + n6(mg;mq) + 2n13(mg;mq)]
+
1
4
l5(mq;m5)  1
2
[ s3(mg;mq)  t2(mg;mq;m5)  r5(mg;mq;m5)  r14(mg;mq;m5)
+s10(mg;mq;m5)  s14(mg;mq;m5)]g k3
+

1
4
[g3(mg;mq) + 4g6(mg;mq)  8g9(mg;mq) + 4(h3(mg;mq) + h6(mg;mq) + h9(mg;mq))]
  1
2
(g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq)  g9(m5;mq)  h3(m5;mq)  h6(m5;mq) + h9(m5;mq))
+
1
4
[i9(m5;mq) + 2j3(mg;mq;m5)]  3e2(m5;mq;mg) + 1
4
[n7(mg;mq) + 2n14(mg;mq)]
+
1
4
l6(mq;m5)  1
2
[ s4(mg;mq;m5)  t3(mg;mq;m5)  r6(mg;mq;m5)  r15(mg;mq;m5)
+s11(mg;mq;m5)  s15(mg;mq;m5)]g k4 (B.1.98)
f4; =

1
4
[12g1(mg;mq)  12g4(mg;mq) + g7(mg;mq)
+ 4( h1(mg;mq) + h4(mg;mq) + h7(mg;mq))]
  1
2
( g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq) + h1(m5;mq)  h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq))
+
1
4
[i10(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)]  3e1(m5;mq;mg) + 1
4
[n8(mg;mq) + l7(mq;m5)]
+
1
2
[s5(mg;mq) + s2(mg;mq)]  1
2
[ t4(mg;mq;m5)  r7(mg;mq;m5)  r16(mg;mq;m5)
 s8(mg;mq;m5) + s12(mg;mq;m5)]g k1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+
1
4
[12g2(mg;mq)  12g5(mg;mq) + g8(mg;mq)
+ 4( h2(mg;mq) + h5(mg;mq) + h8(mg;mq))]
  1
2
( g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq) + h2(m5;mq)  h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq))
+
1
4
[i11(m5;mq) + 2j2(mg;mq;m5) + n9(mg;mq) + l8(mq;m5)]
+
1
2
[s6(mg;mq) + s3(mg;mq)]  1
2
[ t5(mg;mq;m5)  r8(mg;mq;m5)  r17(mg;mq;m5)
+s8(mg;mq;m5)  s12(mg;mq;m5)]g k3
+

1
4
[12g3(mg;mq)  12g6(mg;mq) + g9(mg;mq)
+ 4( h3(mg;mq) + h6(mg;mq) + h9(mg;mq))]
  1
2
( g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq) + h3(m5;mq)  h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq))
+
1
4
[i12(m5;mq) + 2j3(mg;mq;m5)]  3e2(m5;mq;mg) + 1
4
[n10(mg;mq) + l9(mq;m5)]
+
1
2
[s7(mg;mq)  s4(mg;mq)]  1
2
[ t6(mg;mq)  r9(mg;mq;m5)  r18(mg;mq;m5)
+s8(mg;mq;m5)  s12(mg;mq;m5)]g k4: (B.1.99)
The coecients of color octet part, Hi , are given as
h1 =

 2(g1(mg;mq) + g4(mg;mq) + g7(mg;mq))  2
3
(h1(mg;mq)  h4(mg;mq)  h7(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq) + h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i1(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)]  18e1(m5;mq;mg)

k1
+

 2(g2(mg;mq) + g5(mg;mq) + g8(mg;mq))  2
3
(h2(mg;mq)  h5(mg;mq)  h8(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq) + h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i2(m5;mq) + 2j2(mg;mq;m5)]

k3
+

 2(g3(mg;mq) + g6(mg;mq) + g9(mg;mq))  2
3
(h3(mg;mq)  h6(mg;mq)  h9(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq)  h3(m5;mq) + h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i3(m5;mq)  2j3(mg;mq;m5)]  18e2(m5;mq;mg)

k4; (B.1.100)
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h2 =  

2g1(mg;mq)  2g4(mg;mq)  4
3
g7(mg;mq)  2
3
(h1(mg;mq)  h4(mg;mq)  h7(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g1(m5;mq)  g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq) + h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i4(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)  2j1(m5;mq;mg)]  18[e1(mg;mq;m5)  e1(m5;mq;mg)]
+
3
2
[l1(mq;m5)  2r1(mg;mq;m5)  2r10(mg;mq;m5)]

k1
 

2g2(mg;mq)  2g5(mg;mq)  4
3
g8(mg;mq)  2
3
(h2(mg;mq)  h5(mg;mq)  h8(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g2(m5;mq)  g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq) + h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i5(m5;mq)  2j2(mg;mq;m5)  2j2(m5;mq;mg)]
  3[r2(mg;mq;m5) + r11(mg;mq;m5)]g k3
 

2g3(mg;mq)  2g6(mg;mq)  4
3
g9(mg;mq)  2
3
(h2(mg;mq)  h5(mg;mq)  h8(mg;mq))
+
1
3
(g3(m5;mq)  g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq)  h3(m5;mq) + h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i6(m5;mq)  2j3(mg;mq;m5)  2j3(m5;mq;mg)]  18[e3(mg;mq;m5)  e3(m5;mq;mg)]
+
3
2
[l3(mq;m5)  2r3(mg;mq;m5)  2r12(mg;mq;m5)]

k4; (B.1.101)
h3 =  1
6
(g1(mg;mq) + 4g4(mg;mq)  8g7(mg;mq) + 4(h1(mg;mq) + h4(mg;mq) + h7(mg;mq)))
+

1
3
g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq)  g7(m5;mq)  h1(m5;mq)  h4(m5;mq) + h7(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i7(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)]  18e1(mg;mq;m5) + 3
2
l4(mq;m5)
 3(t1(m5;mq) + r4(mg;mq;m5) + r13(mg;mq;m5))g k1
  1
6
(g2(mg;mq) + 4g5(mg;mq)  8g8(mg;mq) + 4(h2(mg;mq) + h5(mg;mq) + h8(mg;mq)))
+

1
3
g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq)  g8(m5;mq)  h2(m5;mq)  h5(m5;mq) + h8(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i8(m5;mq) + 2j2(mg;mq;m5)] +
3
2
l5(mq;m5)
 3(t2(m5;mq) + r5(mg;mq;m5) + r14(mg;mq;m5))g k3
  1
6
(g3(mg;mq) + 4g6(mg;mq)  8g9(mg;mq) + 4(h3(mg;mq) + h6(mg;mq) + h9(mg;mq)))
+

1
3
g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq)  g9(m5;mq)  h4(m5;mq)  h6(m5;mq) + h9(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i9(m5;mq)  2j3(mg;mq;m5)]  18e3(mg;mq;m5) + 3
2
l6(mq;m5)
 3(t3(m5;mq) + r6(mg;mq;m5) + r15(mg;mq;m5))g k4; (B.1.102)73
h4 =  

1
6
(12g1(mg;mq)  12g4(mg;mq) + g7(mg;mq)
+ 4( h1(mg;mq) + h4(mg;mq) + h7(mg;mq)))
+
1
3
( g1(m5;mq) + g4(m5;mq) + g7(m5;mq) + h1(m5;mq)  h4(m5;mq)  h7(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i10(m5;mq)  2j1(mg;mq;m5)]  18e1(mg;mq;m5) + 3
2
l7(mq;m5)
  3 (t4(m5;mq) + r7(mg;mq;m5) + r16(mg;mq;m5))g k1
 

1
6
(12g2(mg;mq)  12g5(mg;mq) + g8(mg;mq)
+ 4( h2(mg;mq) + h5(mg;mq) + h8(mg;mq)))
+
1
3
( g2(m5;mq) + g5(m5;mq) + g8(m5;mq) + h2(m5;mq)  h5(m5;mq)  h8(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i11(m5;mq)  2j2(mg;mq;m5)] + 3
2
l8(mq;m5)
  3 (t5(m5;mq) + r8(mg;mq;m5) + r17(mg;mq;m5))g k3
 

1
6
(12g3(mg;mq)  12g6(mg;mq) + g9(mg;mq)
+ 4( h3(mg;mq) + h6(mg;mq) + h9(mg;mq)))
+
1
3
( g3(m5;mq) + g6(m5;mq) + g9(m5;mq) + h3(m5;mq)  h6(m5;mq)  h9(m5;mq))
+
3
2
[i12(m5;mq)  2j3(mg;mq;m5)]  18e3(mg;mq;m5) + 3
2
l9(mq;m5)
  3 (t6(m5;mq) + r9(mg;mq;m5) + r18(mg;mq;m5))g k4; (B.1.103)
These coecients, g(ma;mb); h(ma;mb);    , are written in terms of Feynman integral as
follows;
g1(ma;mb) =  (mb;ma; 1; 3) + 3(mb;ma; 1; 2); (B.1.104)
g2(ma;mb) = g8(ma;mb) =
1
2
g3(ma;mb) = g4(ma;mb) = g7(ma;mb))
=  (mb;ma; 1; 3); (B.1.105)
g5(ma;mb) = g6(ma;mb) = g9(ma;mb)
=  (mb;ma; 1; 3) + 3(mb;ma; 1; 2); (B.1.106)
h1(ma;mb) = h2(ma;mb) = h8(ma;mb))
=  m2b(mb;ma; 2; 3) + 3m2b(mb;ma; 2; 2); (B.1.107)
h3(ma;mb) =  2m2b(mb;ma; 2; 3); (B.1.108)
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h4(ma;mb) = h7(ma;mb)
=  m2b(mb;ma; 2; 3); (B.1.109)
h5(ma;mb) = h6(ma;mb) = h9(ma;mb)
=  m2b(mb;ma; 2; 3) + 3m2b(mb;ma; 2; 2); (B.1.110)
i1(ma;mb) = i4(ma;mb)
= 6(ma;mb; 1; 3) + f9(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.111)
i2(ma;mb) = i5(ma;mb)
= 6(ma;mb; 1; 3)  24(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.112)
i3(ma;mb) = i6(ma;mb)
= 12(ma;mb; 1; 3)  12(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.113)
i7(ma;mb) =  12(ma;mb; 1; 3) + 3(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.114)
i8(ma;mb) = 12(ma;mb; 1; 3) + 6(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.115)
i9(ma;mb) =  24(ma;mb; 1; 3); (B.1.116)
i10(ma;mb) =  35(ma;mb; 1; 3); (B.1.117)
i11(ma;mb) =  26(ma;mb; 1; 3) + 42(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.118)
i12(ma;mb) =  52(ma;mb; 1; 3) + 66(ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.119)
j1(ma;mb;mc)= 3m
2
b (ma;mc;mb; 2; 1; 3); (B.1.120)
j2(ma;mb;mc)= 6m
2
b (ma;mc;mb; 2; 1; 1)  6m2b (ma;mc;mb; 2; 2; 0); (B.1.121)
j3(ma;mb;mc)= 6m
2
b (ma;mc;mb; 2; 0; 3)  3m2b (ma;mc;mb; 2; 1; 3); (B.1.122)
e1(ma;mb)= e2(ma;mb)
=  (a; b; 1; 2); (B.1.123)
n1(ma;mb)= 6 (ma;mb; 1; 1)  6 (ma;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.124)
n2(ma;mb)= n8(ma;mb) = n4(ma;mb)=
1
2
n7(ma;mb) = n10(ma;mb)
= 12 (ma;mb; 1; 3)  24 (ma;mb; 1; 2) + 12 (ma;mb; 1; 1); (B.1.125)
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n5(ma;mb)=  24 (ma;mb; 1; 2)  24 (ma;mb; 1; 1) + 48 (ma;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.126)
n6(ma;mb)=  24 (ma;mb; 1; 3) + 84 (ma;mb; 1; 2)  27 (a; b; 1; 1); (B.1.127)
n11(ma;mb)= 6m
2
b (ma;mb; 2; 2)  6m2b (ma;mb; 2; 1); (B.1.128)
n12(ma;mb)= 6m
2
b (ma;mb; 2; 3)  12m2b (ma;mb; 2; 2) + 6m2b (ma;mb; 2; 1);
(B.1.129)
n14(ma;mb)= 6m
2
b (ma;mb; 2; 1)  12m2b (ma;mb; 2; 1) + 6m2b (ma;mb; 2; 1);
(B.1.130)
t1(ma;mb;mc)= t2(ma;mb;mc)
=  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0) + 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0);
(B.1.131)
t3(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.132)
t4(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0); (B.1.133)
t5(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 0; 1; 0)  12mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 0; 1; 0)
+6mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.134)
t6(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 1; 0; 0)  12mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+12mamb (mc;mb;ma; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.135)
l1(mb;mc) = l2(mb;mc) =
1
2
l3(mb;mc) = l7(mb;mc)
= 4(mc;mb; 1; 3); (B.1.136)
l4(mb;mc) = l5(mb;mc) = l8(mb;mc)
= 4(mc;mb; 1; 3)  6(mc;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.137)
l6(mb;mc) = 8(mc;mb; 1; 3)  6(mc;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.138)
l9(mb;mc) = 8(mc;mb; 1; 3)  12(mc;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.139)
r1(ma;mb;mc)= r4(ma;mb;mc) =  1
2
r7(ma;mb;mc)
=  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0); (B.1.140)
r2(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.141)
r3(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.142)
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r5(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1);
(B.1.143)
r6(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.144)
r8(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.145)
r9(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.146)
r10(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0); (B.1.147)
r11(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.148)
r12(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.149)
r13(ma;mb;mc)=  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0) + 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0);
(B.1.150)
r14(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.151)
r15(ma;mb;mc)= 12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  12mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1)
+6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0); (B.1.152)
r16(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 0);
(B.1.153)
r17(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 1; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1);
(B.1.154)
r18(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 1; 0; 0)  6mamb (ma;mb;mc; 2; 0; 0; 1);
(B.1.155)
s1(mb;mc)= 6 (mc;mb; 1; 1) + 6 (mc;mb; 1; 2); (B.1.156)
s2(mb;mc)= 18 (mc;mb; 1; 3)  30 (mc;mb; 1; 2) + 6 (mc;mb; 1; 1); (B.1.157)
s3(mb;mc)=  3 (mc;mb; 1; 4) + 2 (mc;mb; 1; 3) + 6 (mc;mb; 1; 1)  5 (mc;mb; 1; 0);
(B.1.158)
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s4(mb;mc)= 6 (mc;mb; 1; 3) + 18 (mc;mb; 1; 2)  12 (mc;mb; 1; 1); (B.1.159)
s5(mb;mc)= 18m
2
b (mc;mb; 2; 3)  36m2b (mc;mb; 2; 2) + 18m2b (mc;mb; 2; 1)
+18m (mc;mb; 1; 3)  36 (mc;mb; 1; 2) + 18 (mc;mb; 1; 1); (B.1.160)
s6(mb;mc)=  3m2b (mc;mb; 2; 4) + 2m2b (mc;mb; 2; 3) + 6m2b (mc;mb; 2; 1)
 5m2b (mc;mb; 2; 0)  3 (mc;mb; 1; 4) + 2 (mc;mb; 1; 3)
+6 (mc;mb; 1; 1)  5 (mc;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.161)
s7(mb;mc)=  6m2b (mc;mb; 2; 2) + 12m2b (mc;mb; 2; 1)  6m2b (mc;mb; 2; 0)
 6 (mc;mb; 1; 2) + 12 (mc;mb; 1; 1)  6 (mc;mb; 1; 0); (B.1.162)
s8(ma;mb;mc)= 6mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.163)
s9(ma;mb;mc)=  3mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 2) + 3mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.164)
s10(ma;mb;mc)=  12mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 2) + 6mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 1)
+12mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 1; 1)  12mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 1; 0)
+6mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.165)
s11(ma;mb;mc) 6mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 2) + 6mamb (mb;mc;ma; 2; 0; 1); (B.1.166)
s12(ma;mb;mc)=  6mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 1) + 6mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.167)
s13(ma;mb;mc)=  3mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 2) + 3mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.168)
s14(ma;mb;mc)=  12mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 2) + 6mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 1)
+12mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 1; 1)  12mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 1; 0)
+6mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 0); (B.1.169)
s15(ma;mb;mc)=  6mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 2) + 5mamb (mb;ma;mc; 2; 0; 1); (B.1.170)
and other coecients are zero.
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Appendix C
Two-body state eective action
Here we derive the eective action of heavy qq-system in NRQCD, Eq.(4.1.2). At leading
order in perturbation theory, we can write an eective QCD Lagrangian as
S =
Z
x
[q(i/@  m)q] + ( i)
Z
x
Z
y
jy(x)D(x  y)j(y); (C.0.1)
where D(x y) is gluon propagator. In non-relativistic limit, the gluon propagator induces
a (gluon) potential as
D(x  y) =
Z
d4p
(2)4
 ig2sg
p20   j~pj2
e ip(x y)
' (x0   y0) ig
2
sg
00
4j~x  ~yj  i(x
0   y0)V (r)
CF
; (C.0.2)
where r = j~x   ~yj and V (r)  CFg2s=(4r): This is the "Coulomb" potential when energy
level of qq-system is low (for example, S-state in cc-system, c). For high energy levels (for
example, P-state in cc-system, c) the potential of the heavy qq-system V (r) should be well
approximated by phenomenological potential such a "Coulomb" plus linear as Eq.(4.2.35).
This is because, at longer distance, higher-order perturbation such as gluon self interaction
gets more important. In fact, Refs.[95, 96, 97] show that the perturbatively calculated QCD
potential agrees with lattice calculations or phenomenologically suggested potential. When
q is a heavy quark, it is expanded by its mass as
q(x) =
 
'e imt + i ~r~
2m
eimt
eimt   i ~r~
2m
'e imt
!
: (C.0.3)
' and  denote particle and anti-particle components, respectively, and this expansion is
so-called Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani transformation[86, 87]. Taking a color singlet part in the
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second term of Eq.(C.0.1) (color octet part is the next leading order [78]), we can obtain a
NRQCD action,
SNRQCD =
Z
x

'y

i@0 +
r2
2m

'+ y

i@0   r
2
2m



+
1
2NC
Z
x
Z
y
(x0   y0) 'y(x)(y)V (r)y(y)'(x) + 'y(x)i(y)V (r)y(y)i'(x) ;
(C.0.4)
where color factor comes from TAij T
A
kl =
CF
2NC
ilkj   1NC TAil TAkj through Fierz transformation.
Hereafter, we note NC as a color number, which is, of course, NC = 3. Next, by inserting
the following identities,
1 =
Z Y
;
DsDy exp i
Z
x
Z
y
y(x; y)(s
(x; y)  'y(x)(y)); (C.0.5)
1 =
Z Y
;
DsyD exp i
Z
x
Z
y
(x; y)(s
y(x; y)  y(x)'(y)); (C.0.6)
into Eq.(C.0.4), the QCD action becomes
SNRQCD =
Z
x
Z
y

'y(x)K'''(y) + y(x)K(y)  y(x; y)'y(x)(y)  y(x)'(y)(x; y)
+
1
2NC
(x0   y0)sy(x; y)V (r)s(x; y) + y(x; y)s(x; y) + sy(x; y)(x; y)

;
(C.0.7)
where the kinetic terms denote
'y(x)4(x  y)

i@0 +
r2
2m

'(y)  'y(x)K'''(y); (C.0.8)
y(x)4(x  y)

i@0   r
2
2m

(y)  y(x)K(y): (C.0.9)
An eective action of the bilocal auxiliary eld (x; y) will be obtained by integrating
out s; ', and . This auxiliary eld technique gives the same result obtained by inserting
Gaussian conguration, which is explained in Appendix C.1, and we utilize the technique
just for a convenience. A potential term is induced by integrating out s as
 
Z
x
Z
y
y(x; y)

2NC(x
0   y0)V  1(r)g

(x; y): (C.0.10)
On the other hand, '- and -integrations will derive a kinetic term of  as shown below.
We can rewrite the rst four terms in Eq.(C.0.7) asZ
x
Z
y

'(x)
(x)
y
K'' K'
K' K

'(y)
(y)

; (C.0.11)
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where K' and K' are denoted as K' =  y(x; y) and K' =  (x; y). Then,by
integrating out ' and  in Eq.(C.0.7), we can obtain the term
iTr log

K'' K'
K' K

' iTr log

K'' 0
0 K

+ i
1X
n=1
( 1)n 1
n
Tr

0 K 1''K'
K 1K' 0
n
:
(C.0.12)
The Tr log is expanded in Eq.(C.0.12), where n = 1 is vanished by a trace, and the leading
term is coming from n = 2. After taking traces of spinor, color, and coordinate indices, the
leading term in Eq.(C.0.12) becomes
 i
2
Tr

K 1''K'K
 1
K' 0
0 K 1K'K
 1
''K'

=  iNC
Z
x
Z
y
Z
z
Z
w
TrspinK
 1
''(x; y)K'(y; z)K
 1
 (z; w)K'(w; x); (C.0.13)
where propagators are given by
K 1''(x; y) =
Z
d4p
(2)4
1
p0   ~p2
2m
+ i
e ip(x y);
K 1 (x; y) =  
Z
d4q
(2)4
1
q0   ~q2
2m
+ i
eiq(x y): (C.0.14)
We use a center of mass coordinate X and relative coordinate (0; ~r) as x = X+ 1
2
(0; ~r)
and y = X   1
2
(0; ~r). The relative coordinate does not have time-component, since
(x; y) is a coincident bilocal eld for x and y. Then, (x; y) is represented by
(x; y)  X(~r) =
Z
k
Z
l
k(
~l)e ikXe il(0;~r)

=
Z
k
Z
l0
Z
~l
k(
~l)e ikXei
~l~r; (C.0.15)
with their momentums as p = (k
0
2
+ l0;
~k
2
+ ~l) and q = (k
0
2
  l0; ~k
2
  ~l). In this frame,
Eq.(C.0.13) is written as
  2NC
Z
k
Z
l
Z
~r
Z
~s
1h
k0
2
+ l0   (~k=2+~l)2
2m
+ i
i h
k0
2
  l0   (~k=2 ~l)2
2m
+ i
iyk (~r)k(~s)e i~l(~r+~s);
(C.0.16)
and we obtain
  2iNC
Z
k
Z
~l
Z
~r
Z
~s
1
k0   ~k2
4m
  ~l2
m
yk (~r)k(~s)e
 i~l(~r+~s) (C.0.17)
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by integrating l0. Then, the eective action of  is given by
Se =
Z
X
Z
~r
yX (~r)

1
V (r)
  1
KX(r)

X(~r); (C.0.18)
where KX(r)  i@0X   r
2
X
4m
  r2r
m
. We omit overall factor 2NC by use of normalization of the
eld. Note that a Green function hX(~r)yY (~s)i is given by
hX(~r)yY (~s)i 

V  1  K 1 1

(X;~r;Y;~s)
= V (r)g
4(X   Y )3(~r   ~s) + V (K   V ) 1V 

(X;~r;Y;~s): (C.0.19)
In asymptotic states, X 6= Y , the rst term vanishes. The second term is what we want,
and V is rotated out by eld redenition, then Eq.(C.0.19) becomes
hX(~r)yY (~s)i =

(K   V ) 1

(X;~r;Y;~s): (C.0.20)
This means that the eective action in Eq.(C.0.18) can be rewritten as
Se =
Z
X
Z
~r
yX (~r) [KX(r)  V (r)]X(~r): (C.0.21)
This is the eective action of Eq.(4.1.2).We should notice that this form is correct when
asymptotic states exist[98] and X(~r) is an on-shell state.
C.1 Auxiliary eld technique
In this section, we exhibit that two types of auxiliary eld technique is equivalent, where
we consider Nambu{Jora-Nasinio model as an example. In Nambu{Jora-Nasinio model, a
bi-linear operator can be replaced by a bi-local auxiliary eld. The action of is given by
S =
Z
d4x

 (x)i/@ (x) +G

(  (x) (x))2 + (  (x)i5 (x))2

: (C.1.22)
Theory does not change if we insert Gaussian conguration,
1 =
Z
DD exp i

  1
4G
Z
d4x((x)2 + (x)2)

: (C.1.23)
When  and  are replaced by 0 = +2G   and 0 = +2G  i5 , respectively, Eq.(C.1.23)
does not change. Then, the action becomes
S =
Z
d4x

 i/@   1
4G
(2 + 2)   ( + i5) 

: (C.1.24)
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On the other hand, we use dierent technique as follows. In stead of inserting Gaussian
conguration, we use identities
1 =
Z
DsD exp i 1
2G
Z
d4x

(s  2G   ) ; (C.1.25)
1 =
Z
DtD exp i 1
2G
Z
d4x

(t  2G  i5 ) ; (C.1.26)
where s and  are real. Then the action becomes
S =
Z
d4x

 i/@ +
1
4G
(s2 + t2) +
1
2G
(s  2G   ) + 1
2G
(t  2G  i5 )

(C.1.27)
=
Z
d4x

 i/@ +
1
4G
(s+ )2 +
1
4G
(t+ )2   1
4G
(2 + 2)   ( + i5) 

: (C.1.28)
By integrating out s and t, we obtain
S =
Z
d4x

 i/@   1
4G
(2 + 2)   ( + i5) 

: (C.1.29)
Then this technique gives the same action which is obtained by the previous technique.
C.2 Power counting rules for NRQCD
We consider the power counting of non-relativistic elds as follows[99]. At rst, probability
of quark wave function is of course Z
d3xqq = 1: (C.2.30)
Since quarks consisting quarkonium are localized within x  1=p, the power of space
integration is approximately
R
d3x  1
p
; and thus, the power of q is p3=2, where p  mv.
Noting that the relative velocity can be estimated by the relation p  1=(hadron size)  mv.
Similarly, the kinetic term of ', which isZ
d3x'y
 
D0 +
~D2
2m
!
'; (C.2.31)
has an expectation value of kinetic energy of order K  mv2. The covariant derivative in
Eq. (C.2.31) is dened as
D0' = (@0 + igs)'; (C.2.32)
~D' = (~r  igs ~A)'; (C.2.33)
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where  and ~A are scalar and vector potential, respectively. We can nd that the power of
D0 and ~D is
D0 
~D2
2m
 K: (C.2.34)
As for the gauge coupling, when we consider a potential in a meson is Coulomb potential
V = s=r, the potential energy and the kinetic energy should be balanced, and therefore, we
obtain s  g2s  K=p  v. Next we consider the power of the gauge eld in the Coulomb
gauge. Equation of motion (EOM) for the scalar potential is given by
r2gs =  g2s'y'+    ; (C.2.35)
where we consistently neglect the vector potential (we see below), and thus, ' is expected
that gs'  g2sp  K. For the vector potential, EOM is given by
(@2t  r2)gs ~A =
g2s
m
'yr'+ g2sr+    ; (C.2.36)
and we see that
g ~A  1
p2

g2s
m
p4 + pK2

 vK; (C.2.37)
which is smaller than the scalar potential. The power counting rule in NRQCD is summarized
in Tab.C.1.
eld power
quark led '(x) (mv)3=2
anti-quark eld (x) (mv)3=2
covariant time derivative D0 mv
2
covariant space derivative ~D mv
scalar potential gs(x) mv
2
vector potential gs ~A(x) mv
3
Table C.1: The power counting rule in NRQCD with the quark mass m and typical velocity
v.
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